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BUT SHOULD WE?
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HOW TO BUILD A BACKYARD CHICKEN COOP / THE POPMECH-APPROVED DESIGN

PLUS: WHICH CHICKENS YOU WANT FOR EGGS, SMALL SPACES, OR AS PETS P.52

NABIRÉ, A NORTHERN WHITE RHINOCEROS (CERATOTHERIUM SIMUM COTTONI) WAS ONE OF THE LAST FIVE NORTHERN WHITE RHINOS LEFT  
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“The 
PWR CORE 12 

delivers 
lightweight 

and easy-to-
handle tools 
that offer the 
ability to drill 
holes, drive 
screws, and 
cut conduit, 

without tiring 
you out.”

ROY 
BERENDSOHN

SKIL PWR CORE 12 DRILL/DRIVER The cordless drill/driver is 
at the heart of every power tool set. It’s necessary for hanging TVs, 
mixing grout, or building furniture. With the SKIL PWR CORE 12 
Drill/Driver you’ve got 350 in pounds of torque to easily drive small 
and large screws and fasteners.

SKIL PWR CORE 12¼" HEX IMPACT DRIVER DIY enthusiasts 
have discovered what the pros have known for years: 12-volt impact 
drivers are the tool of choice when you need power and precision. 
This two-speed impact driver features a brushless motor to ensure 
you get the longest life from your battery and tool.

CHECK OUT OUR WIDE RANGE OF TOOLS FOR ALL YOUR JOBS AT SKIL.COM

CREATED BY POPULAR MECHANICS FOR

SKIL PWR CORE 12 RIGHT-ANGLE IMPACT DRIVER The 
SKIL PWR CORE 12 Right-Angle Impact Driver is an awesome tool 
for installers and mechanics. It can reach into the tightest spaces and 
the entire front of the tool is illuminated. After all, you can’t drive or 
remove what you can’t see.

SKIL PWR CORE 12 COMPACT RECIPROCATING SAW This 
compact recip saw not only makes quick work of building materials 
like wood and PVC but also is useful for pruning and landscaping. 
The one-handed operation cuts down on fatigue and allows for more 
precision when space is limited. 

1 2

3 4

Power Tools That Should Be On Every Tool Bench
Working efficiently requires the right tool for the job, and not using more tools than 

you need. The SKIL PWR CORE 12 provides the ideal balance of power and weight 

for most home improvement and construction projects. Popular Mechanics Senior 

Home Editor Roy Berendsohn was impressed by the battery that includes the 

PWR JUMP charging feature, giving you the ability to add a 25 percent charge* on 

a battery in just five minutes, and the PWR ASSIST, which adds a USB charging port 

to each battery to help keep your phones and devices up and running. 

*Charges 0–25% based on 2.0AH battery

Power Tools That Should Be On Every Tool Bench





Orvis commits 5% of pre-tax prof its to protecting nature

orvis.com

Faceless Fly Fishing’s Darcy Toner, 8 miles into the 

promise of backcountry trout with 3 long miles ahead. 

Late fall, Alberta’s Kananaskis Lakes Basin.

MEN’S PRO INSULATED HOODIE

The gift that gets them out thereeThe gift that gets them out theregift that gets them out there
Body-mapped stretch insulation for optimal 

temperature control and mobility

Mix of 80g PrimaLoft® Gold Active & 80g Polartec® 
Alpha® insulation (both with recycled content)

20D ripstop nylon shell with mechanical stretch

Wind & weather resistant

orvis.com
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Tips, gear 

picks, and 

vetted 

wisdom from 

our staff.  

p.4

Machines 

How to build 

(and transport) 

the world’s 

largest 

magnet.  

p.32

Space 

How the 

moon is 

bringing 

tidal floods 

to more U.S. 

cities. p.28

Military Tech

An autonomous 

drone attack 

on human 

soldiers signals 

a shift in military 

strategy. p.10

How to Use It

This affordable, 

palm-sized 

gadget might 

be the most 

useful piece of 

tech you don’t 

have yet. p.82

The Test

Grading, 

corralling, and 

optimizing 

the nimblest, 

mightiest 

robot vacuums. 

p.68

How to Be 

Good at What 

You Do

The maker of 

soccer balls 

that inspire 

a worldwide 

pastime. p.96

Editors’ 

Choice

This multitool 

rivals the 

electric drill as 

a homeowner 

must-have. 

p.90

From an 

Editor

Tweak your 

driving 

position for 

comfort and 

control. p.8

Big 

Important 

Product

The best  

all-terrain 

tires for 

winter 

driving. p.86

Game and 

Toy Awards 

Tabletop and 

video games, 

STEM toys 

for kids, and 

fun tech for 

adults. p.73

Deep Math

The encryption 

method that 

can stump 

a quantum 

cyberattack.

p.40

Bioengineering 

Designing and 

building a life-

saving microchip, 

literally smaller 

than a speck of  

dust. p.21

Physics 

What 

happens 

when two 

black holes 

collide?  

p.36

Cars & Trucks

The 

manufacturing 

revolution that

promises per-

formance and 

efficiency. p.14
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How to Build a 
Backyard Chicken Coop
Our A-frame design is inexpensive 

and simple, yet luxurious for your 

birds. p.52

The $20 Million Scientific 
Gambit to Save the 
Northern White Rhino
We have the technology, but should 

we use it? p.60

The Miraculous  
Ocean Landing of Flying 
Tiger 923
With a doomed plane and 76 lives in 

his hands, the pilot thought fast. p.44
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ON MY READING LIST
I’m fascinated by the phenomena  

and people who have shaped our 

natural world. I highly recom

mend On Trails: An Exploration, 

by Robert Moor, for any hiker and 

The Wild Trees, by Richard Pres

ton, for any treehuggers.

G e a r i n g  U p
I love testing backpack
ing packs. I hope my take 
on which features are 
best for different types  
of hikers helped some 
people find one they love.

For Your Next 
Cocktail...
Stop making your simple syrup on 

the stove (or buying it at the store). 

Instead, shake equal parts sugar 

and water in any jar or water bot

tle for about a minute. Now you’re 

ready to build a cocktail.

Best Thing 
POP Ever 

Taught Me
Most headlamps start to 
dim as soon as you turn 
them on, but for most 
purposes, that’s OK. 

You’re able to see better 
in dark with moderate, 
diffuse lighting, not an 

ultra-bright beam.

Osprey Arcane  
Duffel Pack

The perfect 
weekender bag (with 
a laptop pocket!) that 
swallows just about 

everything.

My ideal day starts on 

a trail and ends with 

a drink in hand. 

Expert Reviews Editor

ADRIENNE DONICA

Baggu Fabric Mask

We all have a favorite 
mask, right? Baggu’s 
full-coverage design 

includes an adjustable 
nose piece and is great 

for everyday use.

Leki MCT Vario TA

I almost never hike 
without trekking 

poles, and I love the 
sweat-absorbing 
cork grips on this 

ultralight pair.

A Bar Above Boston 
Shaker (Weighted)

Switching from a 
cobbler-style shaker to 

this much-easier-to-use 
Boston shaker makes 
happy hour fuss-free.

CURRENTLY  

LISTENING TO

Season 4 of the Scene  
on Radio podcast. It’s 
called “The Land That 

Never Has Been Yet” and 
explores our democracy 

from the American  
Revolution to today’s 
political landscape.

@adrienneperri

My Passion Project

My current goal is to get to all the 
National Parks. I visited two more 
this year—New River Gorge in 
West Virginia and Acadia in Maine. 
Sixteen down, 47 to go.
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Learn more at www.blackmagicdesign.com

FREE Download Now!

Introducing DaVinci Resolve 17
Edit and color correct video with the Edit and color correct video with the 

same software used by Hollywood, for free!same software used by Hollywood, for free!
DaVinci Resolve is Hollywood’s most popular software! DaVinci Resolve is Hollywood’s most popular software! 

Now it’s easy to create feature film quality videos by using Now it’s easy to create feature film quality videos by using 

professional color correction, editing, audio and visual professional color correction, editing, audio and visual 

effects. Because DaVinci Resolve is free, you’re not locked effects. Because DaVinci Resolve is free, you’re not locked 

into a cloud license so you won’t lose your work if you stop into a cloud license so you won’t lose your work if you stop 

paying a monthly fee. There’s no monthly fee, no embeddedpaying a monthly fee. There’s no monthly fee, no embedded

ads and no user tracking.ads and no user tracking.

Editing, Color, Audio and Effects!Editing, Color, Audio and Effects!
DaVinci Resolve is the world’s only solution that combines editing, DaVinci Resolve is the world’s only solution that combines editing, 

color correction, visual effects, motion graphics and audio post color correction, visual effects, motion graphics and audio post 

production all in one software tool! You can work faster because production all in one software tool! You can work faster because 

you don’t have to learn multiple apps or switch software for different you don’t have to learn multiple apps or switch software for different 

tasks. For example, just click the color page for color, or the edit tasks. For example, just click the color page for color, or the edit 

page for editing! It’s so incredibly fast!page for editing! It’s so incredibly fast!

Professional EditingProfessional Editing
DaVinci Resolve is perfect for editing sales or training videos! DaVinci Resolve is perfect for editing sales or training videos! 

The familiar track layout makes it easy to learn, while being powerful The familiar track layout makes it easy to learn, while being powerful 

enough for professional editors. You also get a library full of hundredsenough for professional editors. You also get a library full of hundreds

of titles, transitions and effects that you can add and animate! of titles, transitions and effects that you can add and animate! 

Plus, DaVinci Resolve is used on high end work, so you are learning Plus, DaVinci Resolve is used on high end work, so you are learning 

advanced skills used in TV and film.advanced skills used in TV and film.

Creative Color CorrectionCreative Color Correction
DaVinci Resolve’s color page is Hollywood’s most advanced color DaVinci Resolve’s color page is Hollywood’s most advanced color 

corrector and has been used on more feature films and television corrector and has been used on more feature films and television 

shows than any other system! It has exciting new features to make it shows than any other system! It has exciting new features to make it 

easier to get amazing results, even while learning the more advanced easier to get amazing results, even while learning the more advanced 

color correction tools. There’s PowerWindowscolor correction tools. There’s PowerWindows™™, qualifiers, tracking, , qualifiers, tracking, 

advanced HDR grading tools and more!advanced HDR grading tools and more!

Designed to Grow With YouDesigned to Grow With You
DaVinci Resolve is designed for collaboration so as you work on DaVinci Resolve is designed for collaboration so as you work on 

larger jobs you can add users and all work on the same projects, larger jobs you can add users and all work on the same projects, 

at the same time. You can also expand DaVinci Resolve by adding a at the same time. You can also expand DaVinci Resolve by adding a 

range of color control panels that let you create unique looks that are range of color control panels that let you create unique looks that are 

impossible with a mouse and keyboard. There’s also edit keyboards impossible with a mouse and keyboard. There’s also edit keyboards 

and Fairlight audio consoles for sound studios!and Fairlight audio consoles for sound studios!

Optional Accessory
DaVinci Resolve Speed Editor ... $295

DaVinci Resolve 17 .......................................................Free
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Currently looking 

for something in 

working condition 

to take apart for 

no reason at all. 

Creative Director

JESSE SOUTHERLAND

SVS SB-2000 
Subwoofer

Easily the most 
noticeable and game-
changing addition to 

my home theater.

DeWalt Brushless 
Hand Planer

Nothing in my  
house is level.  

This is helping to 
change that.  

NOCO Boost Plus Lithium 
Jump Starter Box

Today’s kids will never know 
the trauma of needing a 
jump in an empty airport 
parking lot on a blistering 

winter’s night.

RTIC 52-Quart  
Ultra-Light Cooler

Yes, this keeps stuff really 
cold for a long time, but  

it also weighs considerably 
less than most coolers 

its size.

Coolest Thing  
on My Desk
A travel backgammon 
prototype pack my dad 
designed in the ’80s. 
He was always creating 
and dreaming up this 
kind of stuff.

Speaker or 
Headphones?
Speaker. My most transforma-

tive musical experiences have 

all been through shared experi-

ences. There’s a reason I’ve never 

been to a concert where the band 

requested that the audience  

listen through headphones. 

C a n’t  S t o p ,  Wo n’t 
S t o p  E x p l o r i n g . . .
Vintage audio. The 
equipment is simple, 
beautifully designed, 
and—after decades—
still compatible with 
most musical formats! 
No updates or outdated 
apps render it unusable. 
Online forums are a  
gold mine of resources,  
and of course, eccentric  
personalities galore. 

Current 
Passion 
Project

Transforming massive 
ash stumps into 

campfire seating. 
I’m not very skilled in 

woodworking, but this 
is a forgiving process, 
and imperfections can 

be desirable. 

BEST WAY TO 

BUILD A FIRE

The top-down method 
changed everything I 
thought I knew about 

making a fire. Place the 
largest logs on bottom 
and the kindling on top. 

Once it’s lit, you have, on 
average, two hours of a 
zero-maintenance fire. 

It’s also hotter, with  
less smoke! 

@jessesoutherland
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FIND
wood studs and verify
‘safe-to-drill’ zones

AVOID
live, unshielded

AC wires

THE LAST STUD FINDER 

YOU’LL EVER BUY.
Zircon® SuperScan® advanced wall scanners feature revolutionary NEW Target Control® (TC™) technology.

TC™ detects wood studs and only wood studs, and helps avoid dangerous obstacles such as metal pipes, screws, 
protector plates, plastic piping, and PEX – virtually eliminating false positive stud indications.

With TC™, only in the Zircon® SuperScan®, have real confi dence before you drill.

Visit Zircon.com/PM to learn more 
about our LIMITED TIME OFFER!

SuperScan, Target Control, TC, and Zircon are trademarks or registered trademarks of Zircon Corporation. GF-4725  9/21.

AVOID
plastic piping and 

PEX tubing

AVOID
metal pipes, screws and

protector plates

®



F1 Taught Me 
That Speed 
Starts With 
Comfort 

As a fan of motorsport, I’m always fascinated 

with the finer details that go into Formula One 

racing. Piloting the fastest racing cars on the 

planet subjects drivers to savage forces—up to 

6 g’s under braking—which has led to an almost 

endless pursuit of comfort. Teams spend hundreds 

of hours and millions of dollars optimizing cock-

pit ergonomics to ensure that their drivers aren’t 

distracted by aches and pains during a two-hour 

Grand Prix. To offer some perspective, it’s not 

uncommon for 2007 F1 world champion Kimi 

Räikkönen to nap in between qualifying sessions 

while strapped into his car. 

Being an impressionable petrolhead, I began 

tweaking the seating position in my Volkswagen 

GTI back in college. The improved ergonomics 

paid massive dividends even if I wasn’t driving on 

a track. On weekends, I’d drive across the south-

western states for mountain bike races, and after 

hours behind the wheel, I’d emerge with fresh legs 

and ready to compete.

After countless hours in my GTI, I’ve contin-

ued to refine what works best for me. And I’ve found 

that any car enthusiast can reap rewards similar to 

F1 drivers by dialing in their ergonomics: improved 

reaction times, reduced fatigue, and increased abil-

ity to focus on the road ahead. 

Let’s start with seat height. Most car enthusi-

asts insist on driving in the lowest possible seat 

position to drop their center of gravity, but that 

can obstruct outward visibility. I’ve found the best 

results by starting at the lowest setting and work-

ing my way up until I have a clear 360-degree line 

of sight around the car. 

Next: your distance to the pedals. Sitting too 

close can lead you to accidentally press the pedals, 

while being too far will force you to reach for full 

extension—unnecessary work that leads to fatigue. 

Set your seat at a distance where your leg is just about 

to reach full extension at the end of the pedal travel. 

The steering-wheel position is also a safety con-

cern. Sitting too close increases your risk of an 

airbag injury in a crash—they can generate roughly 

2,000 pounds of force while deploying. Thankfully 

most modern vehicles allow you to move the steer-

ing wheel forward and back as well as up and down. 

A good test of steering-wheel position is to place 

your palms on the top of the wheel: You want a slight 

bend in your elbow. I also make sure that the steer-

ing column is high enough to clear my knees while 

I’m using the clutch.

Feeling out the ideal driving position will take 

some trial and error, but it’s worth the time invest-

ment. I still mess with my position every so often to 

maximize comfort and engagement with my vehi-

cle. If nothing else, it will give you a good reason to 

go for a drive. 

GETTING COMFORTABLE / I position my seat as low as possible 

and the steering wheel up high and easy to reach.

MATT CRISARA IS THE AUTOS TEST EDITOR.
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DealDash is the online 
auction site that lets 
you compete for huge 
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// BY KYLE MIZOKAMI //

I
M A G I N E  A  F E W  Y E A R S  F R O M  N O W ,  U . S .  

supply troops have just wrapped up a field 

exercise in Poland, showing solidarity with 

the country in the face of saber-rattling from 

nearby Russia. As the sun sets, GIs rest next to 

their trucks, knowing the Russian 18th Guards 

Motor Rifle Division is encamped just a few 

miles away.

The soldiers hear a faint buzzing in the distance 

and see a dark cloud crossing the horizon. Sud-

denly, a solitary scout drone swoops low over the 

Americans—it’s seen them. Like a predator catch-

ing the scent of prey, the cloud stops dead in its 

tracks, then rushes toward the soldiers with aston-

ishing speed. Following programming orders, each 

of the 60 drones scans the ground below and picks 

its target, while AI ensures no two drones aim for 

the same vehicle. The drones arm their explosive 

payloads just as the first bursts of gunfire begin 

lancing out from the American position.

Sometime around March 2020, this longstand-

ing trope of science fiction—autonomous attack 

drones eliminating human beings on the futur-

istic battlefield—crossed over into science fact. 

That’s when, during the Second Libyan Civil War, 

the interim Libyan government attacked forces 

STM’s Kargu 

rotary wing attack 

drones use their 

electronic brains 

to detect and 

strike targets. 

Autonomous Drones  
Have Attacked Humans.  
This Is a Turning Point
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from the rival Haftar Affiliated Forces (HAF) with 

Turkish-made Kargu-2 (“Hawk 2”) drones, mark-

ing the first reported time autonomous hunter 

killer drones targeted human beings in a conflict, 

according to a United Nations report.

Unmanned combat aerial vehicles, loitering 

munitions, and the Kargu-2 “hunted down and 

remotely engaged” HAF logistics convoys and 

retreating fighters, the UN report found. The 

autonomous drones were programmed to attack 

targets “without requiring data connectivity 

between the operator and munition,” meaning they 

located and attacked HAF forces independent of 

any kind of pilot or control scheme.

The Kargu-2 is a quadcopter drone developed 

by STM, a Turkish defense contractor. The drone 

features sensors and an electronic brain, and is 

designed to carry a weapons payload. In marketing 

materials, STM explicitly says Kargu-2 is capable of 

carrying out an autonomous attack.

Here’s how it works: The drone operator loads 

a set of target coordinates into the Kargu-2’s soft-

ware. The drone then takes off and travels to the 

coordinates, searching for objects on the ground 

that fit the profile of preferred targets. Once the 

drone identifies a target, it swoops down on the 

target at high speed and detonates an onboard 

explosive package, with an effect similar to that of 

a shotgun blast.

“The first use of autonomous weapons in war 

won’t be heralded with a giant fireball in the sky,” 

says Zachary Kallenborn, an official U.S. Army 

“Mad Scientist” and national security consultant. 

“It may just look like an ordinary drone. The event 

illustrates a key challenge in any attempt to regu-

late or ban autonomous weapons: How can we be 

sure they were even used?”

One major difference between a remotely con-

trolled attack drone and an autonomous drone is 

the software, which might be difficult to obtain 

from scattered bits of plastic for forensic analysis. 

The U.S. Army is working on autonomous drones, 

including the Bell Textron M5 medium robotic com-

bat vehicle. The M5 is an uncrewed, 10-ton tracked 

armored vehicle that looks like a miniature tank 

and has a top speed of 40 miles per hour. It features 

a 30-millimeter XM813 chain gun and is designed 

to operate alone or as a wingman to M1A2 Abrams 

tanks and M2 Bradley infantry fighting vehicles. 

The key difference between the Army’s drones 

and the Kargu-2, however, is that the Army insists 

on a “human in the loop.” The drone might search 

for targets autonomously, but it can only open fire 

once a human operator gives permission. This 

allows the operator to call off an attack if the drone 

has mistaken a civilian for a soldier.

Some events in the history of mankind, like the 

1945 atomic bomb test at the Alamogordo Bomb-

ing Range in New Mexico, are so profound, they 

serve as a divider between one social, economic, 

or military era and another. The events in Libya 

may similarly divide the time when humans had 

full control of weapons and a time when machines 

make their own decisions to kill.  

THE 

EVOLUTION

OF MILITARY

DRONES

CURTISS N2C-2 
FLEDGLING
In 1938, an unpiloted U.S. 

Navy Curtiss N2C-2 Fledgling 

dive-bombed the battleship 

USS Utah. A human operator 

observed the N2C-2 from a 

distance and steered it using 

radio signals. 

SEA HUNTER
In 2019, Sea Hunter became 

the first sea drone to make the 

trip from California to Hawaii 

autonomously. Larger sea 

drones equipped with dozens 

of Mk. 41 missile silos will soon 

sail alongside manned warships, 

increasing their firepower. 

MQ-1 PREDATOR
In 2001, a Predator drone 

successfully launched a Hellfire 

anti-tank missile for the first 

time. Because they can stay aloft 

for 24 hours at a time, Predators 

have helped the U.S. military 

search for, identify, track, and  

ultimately destroy targets.  
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And after decades of incremental advance-

ment s in wheel ca st ing a nd forg ing 

technology, additive manufacturing (3D 

printing) is primed to transform how little 

performance wheels can weigh and what 

the wheels look like. 

An early example of what we can expect was pro-

duced in 2019 by wheel-building boutique HRE in 

collaboration with GE Additive, GE’s 3D printing 

subsidiary. Their HRE3D+ wheels mated printed 

titanium components with a carbon-fiber bar-

rel. The 20" x 9" front and 21" x 12.5" rear wheels 

weighed just 16 and 19 pounds, respectively. For 

high-end wheels of the same size, this saves roughly 

a pound in the front and two pounds in the rear.

Traditional wheels are manufactured using cast 

or forged aluminum alloys. These existing pro-

cesses are cost-effective but suffer from material 

inefficiencies where extra meat is left on the wheels 

to give the manufacturer margin for error in meet-

ing strength standards. 

Casting’s standard process, gravity casting, is the 

simplest and cheapest: molten aluminum is poured 

into a mold and left to cure. Because the aluminum 

casting process suffers from porosity—which cre-

3D-printed 

HRE3D+ wheels, 

fitted to a 2019 

Ford GT.
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ates weak points—the wheels require more material 

and designs are limited to large, simple elements.

Forged wheels are lighter and stiffer (and more 

expensive) than their cast counterparts. The 

most common method is machine forging, which 

involves tempering a block of billet aluminum to 

add strength, then CNC-machining it into a wheel. 

HRE’s concept wheels used GE’s electron beam 

melting (EBM) technology to print five interlock-

ing individual components that formed the face of 

the wheel. The EBM process uses a 3-kilowatt elec-

tron beam to solidify layers of metal powder into 

potentially complex 3D shapes at temperatures in 

excess of 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit. The remaining 

powder can then be vacuumed away and recycled.

The final part requires minimal finishing work 

thanks to a beam diameter of 140 microns—there 

are 25,400 microns in an inch. Unlike traditional 

gravity casting’s porosity, these machines can 

achieve nearly 100 percent material density. 

While additive manufacturing offers an excel-

lent opportunity to disrupt the performance wheel 

industry, it necessitates vastly different design 

requirements than forged and cast wheels.

“Step one in learning to design for additive is 

forgetting everything you know about everything 

else,” says Josh Mook, chief engineer and inno-

vation leader at GE Additive. Mook stresses that 

EBM technology pushes the boundaries of what’s 

required from a material science standpoint. 

Despite HRE using a robust Ti-6Al-4V titanium 

alloy, the complicated geometries of the HRE 

wheels required additional support structures to 

suppress thermal distortion during the printing 

process. These scaffolds, which get removed during 

the finishing process, prevent the hot 3D-printed 

metals from sagging during manufacturing. 

But how will lighter wheels make your car 

faster? This all has to do with the unsprung mass 

of an automobile, the components that aren’t sup-

ported by the suspension system—wheels, hubs, 

brake discs, calipers, brake lines, and tires. While 

these components only make up around 10 percent 

of the overall weight, they have an outsized effect 

on how your car drives.

As unsprung mass decreases, so does the 

workload on the suspension system. In bumpy sit-

uations, this allows the tire to remain in contact 

with the road for longer, leading to more traction. 

Lower unsprung mass also means lower rotational 

inertia, which allows for better acceleration and 

shorter braking distances. 

While additive technology has yet to be seen in 

most production vehicles, GE Additive is currently 

developing a more scalable and affordable additive 

manufacturing solution to fill this gap.

HRE has no plans to sell these wheels at the 

moment, but doesn’t doubt that these types of 

wheels will see production at some point. The tech-

nologies behind casting and forging wheels have 

essentially plateaued, but additive manufacturing 

is just beginning to unlock a higher level of perfor-

mance in the automotive industry.  

Advantages of Additive 
Under the Hood
GE has been working with manu

facturers like Cummins to showcase 

the performance and efficiency 

advantages of 3Dprinted drivetrain 

parts, such as pistons. The stronger, 

lighter pistons can be actuated faster 

while using less fuel.

Like wheels, pistons are 

traditionally produced through 

casting or forging, and suffer 

material inefficiencies—in this case, 

unnecessary material where the 

rod connects to the piston. Additive 

manufacturing allows for much 

greater control in these tight areas.

Another advantage of additive 

manufacturing is that these 

performance gains can be achieved 

without the added cost of tooling. 

Eliminating this expense could even 

allow small tuning shops to print 

pistons and other complex engine 

components without the need to 

outsource manufacturing.

The face of the 

HRE3D+ wheels 

were built using 

five interlocking 

3D-printed 

sections.
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have created the world’s smallest micro-

chip, which can be implanted into the 

body and may eventually be able to detect 

medical conditions such as strokes. The 

chips, called motes, are the size of dust 

mites, measuring less than 0.1 cubic mil-

limeter, and can only be seen under a microscope.

Motes operate as a single-chip system, complete 

with their own electronic circuit. They’re implanted 

via hypodermic needle, and the data they collect is 

read using an ultrasound machine. And though the 

chips have only been tested in lab rats, the Columbia 

team hopes that one day they can assist in monitoring 

everything from glucose levels to oxygen saturation.

“These devices can be designed to sense things 

and communicate this information back to the 

ultrasound image, which also provides biogeograph-

The World’s 
Smallest  
Implantable 
Chip Might  
Save Your Life 
One Day

Piezoelectric 

transducer provides 

power to, and 

transmits data 

with, the circuit

Anisotropic  

conductive  

film connects 

transducer to 

ground pad

Aluminum

input pad

Aluminum

ground pad

50-nanometer  

gold layer  

to enhance

the connection

Conformal copper 

layer connects

transducer 

to input pad

Temperature  

sensor

integrated 

circuit
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ical data on where this particular information was 

sensed,” says lead researcher Ken Shepard, Ph.D., 

professor of electrical engineering and biomedical 

engineering at Columbia.

The motes’ data transmission and power are 

both wireless. The interface that connects the 

human to the technology is integrated on the chip 

itself. And the device is small enough to be unobtru

sive and amenable to the human body.

To power the chips, the scientists apply ultra

sonic waves. (The motes run only when activated 

by an ultrasound machine.) Ultrasonic wavelengths 

are much smaller than the radio wavelengths used 

for most wireless communication, allowing the 

chip’s extremely small size. 

The chips are built with the same complemen

tary metaloxidesemiconductor (CMOS) process 

used in chips for computers, cars, and smartphones. 

CMOS chips are made with a pair of semiconduc

tors attached to a secondary voltage source so that 

they work at opposite times; when one transistor is 

switched on, the other is switched off.

To have the chips communicate with ultrasound 

technology, researchers added a microscale piezo

electric transducer. It converts mechanical sound 

waves from the ultrasound machine into electri

cal signals and vice versa. It’s covered with a small 

layer of gold on both sides to enhance connectivity. 

The motes also feature a layer of special conductive 

film and a thin sheet of copper.

“These are added after we get the chips back 

from the commercial foundry,” Shepard says. “In 

addition, we have to etch and thin the chips to these 

very small form factors and coat them with a kind 

of plastic for biocompatibility.”

So far, the Columbia University team has suc

cessfully demonstrated the use of motes to monitor 

body temperature in rats—injecting the chips into 

the rodents’ brains and hind legs to evaluate the 

chips’ temperaturesensing performance—but 

human use will require considerable testing and 

FDA regulation.

Shepard and his team believe the motes will even

tually prove useful in monitoring data other than 

temperature, from respiratory conditions to blood 

pressure. He says this could streamline the way we 

diagnose and treat diseases. In the future, implant

able tech might be how your vitals are taken before 

a surgery or how tumors are located in a specific 

organ, or they might even be used in therapeutic set

tings to help treat chronic illnesses.  

A BRIEF 

HISTORY OF

REVOLUTIONARY

MEDICAL 

IMPLANTS

THE MOTES ARE THE SIZE

OF DUST MITES, MEASURING 

LESS THAN ONE-TENTH OF A CUBIC

MILLIMETER.

1949 / The intraocular lens 

replaces a natural lens in a 

human eye. These artificial 

lenses help patients suffering 

from cataracts by similarly 

refracting light that enters the 

eye to help implant recipients 

focus and see again.

1960 / The first clinically successful 

pacemaker is implanted. This pace

maker used a mercury battery that 

powered transistors and a transformer 

on a circuit that was all set within 

epoxy resin and attached to electrodes 

that were placed within heart muscle 

tissue.

1977 / The modern cochlear 

implant is implanted to give 

patients with hearing loss 

a new sense of sound. This 

neuroprosthesis replaces the 

acoustic hearing process with 

electric signals that stimulate 

the auditory nerve.
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// BY SARAH DEROUIN //

Tidal Floods 
Are Coming to 
More U.S. Cities, 
Thanks to the 
Moon’s Wobble

T
I DA L  F L O O D S C A N S H U T D OW N  H I G H -

ways, turn parking lots into lakes, and 

spread runoff from overwhelmed sewage 

systems. And while they’ve been more 

common to low-lying East Coast cities 

like Miami or Charleston, South Carolina, 

coastal towns that have historically stayed 

dry could soon find themselves underwater, accord-

ing to a study published in Nature Climate Change.

Until five years ago, tidal floods in Hawaii, for 

example, were a rarity, says Phil Thompson, Ph.D., 

the study’s lead author and a physical oceanogra-

pher at the University of Hawaii. If sea levels rise in 

line with NOAA’s Intermediate Sea Level Rise sce-

nario (roughly three feet globally by the end of the 

century), Thompson and his fellow researchers pre-

dict a dramatic increase in tidal flooding events in 

some cities in the coming decades. 

The planet has warmed more than one degree 

Fahrenheit over the past century. This warming 

has spurred polar ice sheets to melt and has driven 

the expansion of seawater, adding about 1/8 of an 

inch of water to the world’s oceans annually. By 

the end of this decade, sea level is projected to have 

risen 3.5 to 7 inches compared with the year 2000. 

While rising sea levels play the lead role in 

28 November/December 2021
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increased tidal f loods, the moon’s oscillating 

orbit—a tide-altering phenomenon scientists have 

studied since 1728—also contributes to the rise 

in floods. With everyday tides, the moon pulls 

on Earth, causing the water to bulge. This pro-

tuberance—which can stretch to as much as 55 

feet—marches around the planet as it rotates, 

causing a rise-fall pattern in water levels. But the 

moon’s orbit also wobbles by a total range of about 

10 degrees while circling Earth. Picture a spinning 

coin on a tabletop: right before the coin falls to the 

table, it takes on a wobbly movement, spinning but 

also undulating up and down. This movement fol-

lows an 18.6-year pattern. For half of the cycle, the 

wobble shrinks the difference between high and 

low tide. The other half of the cycle amplifies tides, 

meaning high tides are higher and low tides are 

lower. In the early 2030s, the moon’s tidal suppres-

sion cycle will head into amplification.

While it was obvious tidal flooding has become 

more common around the country, says Thomp-

son, it was unclear how bad flooding might be in 

the next few decades. To answer that, the team col-

lected data from 89 coastal tide gauges across the 

U.S. and studied all the possible changes that could 

occur over time: tides, nodal moon cycles, sea level 

rise, and natural fluctuations like El Niño events. 

The researchers predict a rapid increase in tidal 

flooding around the mid-2030s. But it’s the rate of 

change in some locations that was eye-opening for 

the team, says Thompson. 

For instance, La Jolla, California, near San Diego,  

will remain steady at about 20 flooding events per 

year for the next decade, but from 2033 to 2043 

“you get this really rapid change,” says Thompson. 

The flooding days almost triple as sea levels and 

tide amplification from the moon cross a tipping 

point where flooding transitions from occasional 

to commonplace. The team also generated models 

for Honolulu, Boston, and St. Petersburg, Florida, 

which saw similar dramatic increases.

These f loods also tend to occur in clusters. 

Thompson compared tidal flood forecasts to hur-

ricane season predictions. However, tidal floods 

are dependent on a number of conditions, such as 

weather, elevation, and local sea levels, and research 

revealed that different locations around the U.S. 

will experience these clusters at different times. 

Thompson calls tidal flooding a threshold-based 

problem: You don’t see it until it creeps into view 

and affects your daily life. “The real impact of this 

wobble is not catastrophic flooding—we’re talking 

about inches,” he says. 

Runoff from overwhelmed roads and storm 

drains can create troublesome puddles, says 

Miyuki Hino, Ph.D., an environmental social sci-

entist at University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 

who was not involved in this study. Flood waters can 

pick up waste from failed septic tanks, along with 

oil and carcinogenic heavy metals that linger on the 

streets. “There are definitely health reasons why 

you would want to avoid any amount of water,” she 

says. Wading through polluted waters can lead to 

skin rashes, infections, and gastrointestinal issues. 

Rising tide waters can also seep into privately 

owned wells, contaminating fresh sources of drink-

ing water and leading to future health problems. 

Coastal communities have about a decade to 

update their roads, sewage systems, and sea walls 

before tidal f looding increases exponentially, 

according to this research. “We can’t wait until it 

starts happening to do it,” says Thompson. “We 

have to start now.” 

FLOODING DAYS ALMOST

TRIPLE AS SEA LEVELS AND 

TIDE AMPLIFICATION FROM THE

MOON CROSS A TIPPING POINT.

PROTECT YOUR

HOME FROM AN

EXTRA-HIGH TIDE 

▶ KNOW YOUR RISK
The first step in fortifying your home 

from flooding is to understand your risk. 

Do you live in a flood plain? Has your 

neighborhood flooded in the past? Sites 

like First Street Foundation’s FloodFactor 

can help you figure that out.

▶ PUT IN A SUMP PUMP
Installing a sump pump in 

low-lying areas—like your 

basement—diverts excess 

water into a well or specialized 

drainage system to prevent an 

unwanted indoor pool.

▶ GET YOUR HVAC 
OFF THE GROUND
Lifting your entire house is a tall 

order, but raising your electrical, 

plumbing, and HVAC systems 

can save thousands of dollars in 

costly repairs down the line.
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The superconducting electromagnet is the 

“beating heart” of the ITER tokamak—a mag-

netic confinement device that produces controlled 

thermonuclear fusion power. If you think of ITER 

as a massive electrical transformer, the Central 

Solenoid is the “primary,” meaning it will guide 

15 million amps of electrical current into the  

doughnut-shaped tokamak body, helping to shape 

and stabilize the sun-hot plasma inside.

While the giant ITER reactor is more of a  

prototype for future large-scale tokamaks, and 

will not generate electricity, it will be a means 

How Do You 
Build the 
World’s  
Largest  
Magnet? It’s 
Complicated

T
HE WORLD’S LARGEST AND MOST POW-

erful magnet, the “Central Solenoid,” is 

finally here—or at least, the first piece 

of it is. Fully assembled, it will be 59 feet 

tall, 14 feet wide, and weigh about 1,000 

tons, meaning the decade-in-the-making 

magnet will be truly massive. Appropri-

ately, it will find a home in southern France at the 

world’s largest fusion reactor, the International 

Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), 

by 2023.

Constructing a magnet of this magnitude is 

one huge job. Engineers and technicians at Gen-

eral Atomics in San Diego have spent over half 

a decade designing, fabricating, and testing the 

various components of the Central Solenoid in its 

production facility—and that’s only half of the 

battle. Transporting each piece of the magnet is 

a Herculean endeavor in and of itself, requiring  

custom-built roads and cranes to haul them.

It makes sense when you consider the scope of 

the magnet. “If you think about an aircraft car-

rier, which weighs...about 225 million pounds, the 

Central Solenoid will generate enough magnetic 

force that it would be able to lift it six feet into the 

air,” says John Smith, director of engineering and 

projects for General Atomics.

In August, the magnet’s first module arrived in 

France, but the Central Solenoid will eventually 

consist of six pieces in total. Each module is seven 

feet tall, 14 feet wide, and 250,000 pounds. Once 

complete, engineers will stack and link the mod-

ules together at the center of the reactor.

This machine’s 

magnetic force 

will reach 

a strength 

280,000 times 

stronger 

than Earth’s 

magnetic field.
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Moving the Massive Magnet

Transporting even one of the 

magnet’s modules requires ingenuity 

at every turn. The main mechanism 

is an enormous crane—but that’s 

complicated, too. “You have to have a 

crane to build the crane,” Smith says. 

“The body of the crane fits on one 

nine-axle truck. They have 40 to 60 

semi-trucks of parts, components, 

deadweights, and counterweights 

that are required to come on site 

for this.”

That’s all just to move the magnet 

onto the truck. “I’m awed by the truck 

that takes this thing out of here,” 

Smith says. “There’s a gasoline engine 

powering a hydraulic system, and 

there’s a guy steering the back set 

of wheels. I was surprised how easily 

they can actually maneuver. They had 

one puller unit and two pusher units. 

There’s two big semi-truck diesels 

behind it pushing it the whole time.” 

From there, the module is loaded 

onto a train, where multiple engines 

help to pull the massive payload. It 

eventually reaches the Caribbean Sea, 

where it’s loaded onto a ship designed 

to carry easy-to-load shipping 

containers. With the module secured 

using extreme care, it’s ready for its 

journey to France.

of proving that fusion is a feasible, carbon-free 

energy solution. So far, no existing fusion reac-

tor has even come close to producing more energy 

than it uses. This is a huge sticking point, because 

the reactors use an enormous amount of electric-

ity. But armed with the Central Solenoid as its 

powerhouse, ITER just may become the blueprint 

for sustainable energy.

So how do you actually build a magnet of this 

caliber? It’s fundamentally the same process 

you’d use to create any coil-wound electromag-

net in your garage: simply twist conductive wire 

around a sturdy core. Of course, this magnet is 

almost unfathomably huge and is made of super-

conducting niobium and tin, making matters a bit 

more complicated. 

First, General Atomics sources the cables from 

a manufacturing plant in Japan. Then, the mate-

rials are carefully wound together and subjected 

to five weeks’ worth of heat treatment, topping 

out at 1,200 degrees Fahrenheit. By “cooking” 

niobium and tin into the chemical compound 

Nb3Sn, the scientists transform the simple con-

ductor into a superconductor. Temperatures are 

increased very progressively, maintained, and 

then decreased gradually again. Finally, the 

company gently loosens the springy coils so that 

a special machine can wrap all 3.5 miles of cable 

in insulation, inch by inch.

Afterward, engineers use 180 miles’ worth of 

tape to cover all of the superconducting cable. 

Meanwhile, the air inside the magnet module is 

replaced with about 1,000 gallons of resin, cured 

at 260 degrees Fahrenheit until solid. This satu-

rates and sets the insulation material, preventing 

unwanted bubbles. Then, the entire unit must be 

supercooled to just 4 Kelvin (about –450 degrees 

Fahrenheit) for testing. 

So far, the first module passed with flying col-

ors. General Atomics will manufacture the other 

five modules on a staggered basis, rotating among 

the different construction stations for steps like 

heat-treating the coils, and then taping them. “It 

takes two years to make a coil from start to fin-

ish,” Smith says.

The difficulties don’t end with the manufac-

turing process, though. General Atomics is based 

in California, but each module needs to make it 

all the way to Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France, 

making the transport process a bit tricky (see 

sidebar). After loading each module into special-

ized heavy transport vehicles, General Atomics 

will ship the pieces to Houston, where a trans-

port ship will then pick them up. The company 

sent Module 1 to sea in late July, and it arrived 

in France by mid-August. ITER estimates that 

ground transit to the reactor site will take place 

sometime this fall.

Luckily, this isn’t ITER’s first rodeo—the team 

is used to finagling huge pieces of equipment. For 

instance, engineers have already constructed a 

specially prepared, heavy-duty road to the facility 

in the south of France, allowing workers to bring 

immensely heavy items overland—not dissimilar 

to the special roads that move space vehicles from 

preparation spaces to the launchpad. 

THE SUPERCONDUCTING

ELECTROMAGNET IS THE 

“BEATING HEART” OF THE ITER

TOKAMAK—A MAGNETIC CONFINEMENT

DEVICE THAT PRODUCES CONTROLLED

THERMONUCLEAR FUSION POWER.
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What 
Happens 
When Two 
Black Holes 
Collide?

F
O R T H E F I R S T T I M E ,  W E ’ V E O B S E RV E D A 5 0 -Y E A R - O L D 

theorem from Stephen Hawking in the natural world. Scien-

tists from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), 

California Institute of Technology, Cornell University, and 

Stony Brook University analyzed the gravitational wave data 

of two inspiraling black holes. What they found in the col-

lision proved Hawking’s Area Theorem: The area of a black 

hole’s event horizon cannot shrink.

When a binary black hole system inspirals, the orbits of the two 

black holes shrink, and the system begins emitting gravitational waves. 

The emission rate increases as the orbits shrink further and gain speed, 

and when a merger finally occurs, wave emission peaks. The two black 

holes become a single, new black hole, and according to Hawking’s  

The total area  

of the  two 

inspiraling black 

hole horizons was 

roughly 90,734  

square miles.
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theorem, that new black hole should be equal in 

area to the total area of the original two black holes. 

That’s exactly what the researchers found per the 

wave data of the observed inspiraling system.

The confirmation brings us closer to under-

standing the intricacies of black hole functions, 

says Riccardo Penco, Ph.D., assistant Professor of 

High Energy Physics Theory at Carnegie Mellon 

University. “The detection of gravitational waves 

allows us to test black holes directly (as opposed to 

just inferring their existence indirectly by studying 

the motion of other objects around them). For the 

longest time, we have studied black holes as math-

ematical objects endowed with a remarkable set of 

properties (Hawking’s area law being one of them). 

We are now in a position to test these properties 

experimentally.”

Per Hawking’s calculations, if a black hole 

changes in area, its event horizon would stretch or 

constrict in correspondence with its new size. The 

event horizon, the area of effect for a black hole’s 

gravitational field, is the point of no return for any-

thing—including light—orbiting the black hole. An 

object would need to travel faster than the speed of 

light in order to escape.

Penco says Hawking’s Theorem holds true for 

the black holes observed by the Laser Interferom-

eter Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO)—a 

pair of U.S. facilities built to study gravitational 

waves—whose work these researchers used for their 

findings. But Hawking’s Theorem could apply to 

other black holes as well, those that at first seem 

to defy the Theorem until they prove applicable to 

another concept hypothesized by the physicist.

“Hawking showed that when quantum mechan-

ical effects [like the behavior of subatomic matter 

and light] are taken into account, a black hole can 

spontaneously reduce its surface area over time by 

emitting radiation,” says Penco. Black hole evapo-

ration, also called Hawking radiation (see sidebar), 

is theorized electromagnetic radiation sponta-

neously expelled by black holes. So Hawking’s 

Area Theorem has an exception, Hawking radia-

tion, touted by Hawking himself. 

LIGO detected the first gravitational wave sig-

nal in this study—essentially a ripple in space-time 

resulting from cosmic interactions—in 2015. The 

signal, they discovered, was the product of two 

merging black holes (which typically cause the 

stronger gravitational waves), along with a vast 

amount of energy that rippled across the space-

time continuum. 

The researchers posited that if Hawking’s Area 

Theorem held up, the event horizon area of the 

new black hole created from the merger would not 

be smaller than the total event horizon area of its 

parent black holes. To test their hypothesis, they 

split up the gravitational wave data from the sys-

tem into two sections—before the merger and after 

the merger—then analyzed both sections to see 

how their event horizon areas compared. The sci-

entists then reanalyzed the wave data and found 

that the two areas are statistically the same—the 

total event horizon area did not decrease postcol-

lision—within a 95 percent confidence margin.

It would seem from the analysis, then, that the 

laws of “regular” physics, such as the law of con-

servation of mass, can still be applied to the study 

of black holes, where physics can become more 

theoretical in situations unfamiliar to the Earth-

bound human experience. Working in reverse, 

observing real-life data to interrogate the laws 

that might govern black hole behavior, could be 

a practical way to advance the entire field of cos-

mology. With this black hole mergence, other 

scientists now have a concrete example to refer-

ence as they continue to study space.

Still, Penco says this “doesn’t fundamentally 

alter our understanding of black holes [just] because 

it confirms our theoretical expectations.” Con-

firming a theory helps us better understand the 

mechanics of mysterious cosmic phenomena such 

as black holes, but it also creates a more import-

ant tie between the tactile scientific experience 

on Earth and the theoretical science of space. “It’s 

always important to be able to confirm experimen-

tally,” Penco says. “It’s another step forward toward 

a deeper understanding of black holes.”  

The Lowdown on Hawking Radiation

Proposed in 1974, Hawking radiation 

might cause a black hole to shrink. 

Subatomic particle pairs near the event 

horizon might split, with one particle—

a photon or neutrino, perhaps—

escaping and another, of negative 

energy, disappearing into the black 

hole. This influx of negative energy 

could eventually reduce the black hole’s 

mass until it disappears. This means 

a black hole’s size is inversely 

proportional to its temperature—

the smaller the black hole, the  

warmer it is.—Daisy Hernandez
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// BY ADRIENNE BERNHARD //

Quantum  
Cyberattacks 
Are Coming. 
This Math Can 
Stop Them

E
NCRYPTION—THE PROCESS OF SENDING 

a scra mbled messa ge that on ly the 

intended recipient’s device can decode—

allows private and public sectors alike 

to safeguard information. Traditional 

encryption uses schemes based on com-

plex mathematics such as factoring 

(breaking an integer down to its prime factors) 

or discrete logarithm. Classical computers would 

require billions of years to crack these codes. 

Quantum computers, however, won’t be stumped 

by such hard problems; their exponential leaps 

in processing power will render classical cyphers 

obsolete, potentially exposing troves of sensitive 

data across commercial entities, healthcare pro-

viders, government institutions, and billions of 

individual users. 

Experts are working to devise cryptographic 

schemes that can run on today’s computers, but 

that can also be used in ciphers to protect data 

against quantum attackers. 

Quantum computers can perform certain 

functions that ordinary computers simply can’t; 

in part, this is because qubits (the way informa-

tion is encoded on quantum computers) adopt the 

properties of quantum mechanics, using individ-

ual atoms, ions, photons, or electrons to take on a 

combination of various states at once. This gives 

quantum computers—once little more than a labo-

ratory curiosity—access to a larger space of values 

than conventional computers, with their binary 

0’s and 1’s. Someday, quantum computers will 

be able to perform a vast number of calculations 

almost instantaneously, breaking the ciphers that 

protect personal data.

“We need to identify alternative problems we 

can use as the foundation for quantum-secure 

cryptosystems,” says Chris Peikert, professor of 

computer science and engineering at the Univer-

sity of Michigan. “What hard problem are we going 

to use? How do we use that problem to encrypt mes-

sages securely?” 

Enter lattices. Abstract algebraic structures, 

lattices are enormous grids with many individual 

points across two, three, or potentially hundreds 

of dimensions. In a high enough dimension, for 

instance, a bounded distance decoding prob-

lem—a type of lattice-based conundrum—should 

be able to f lummox these machines (see side-

bar). “The best algorithms we come up with still  

IBM says that a 

quantum system 

with just 50 qubits 

might overpower 

today’s top 

supercomputers.
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Deep Math
9

BOUNDED

DISTANCE

DECODING,

VISUALIZED 

“[This] figure depicts 

the bounded-distance 

decoding (BDD) problem 

on a two-dimensional 

lattice,” explains Chris 

Peikert (lattices used 

for encryption can 

have thousands of 

dimensions). The green 

points are some of the 

lattice points and the 

red point is the BDD 

“target.” 

   “To solve the BDD 

problem,” Peikert says, 

“the attacker must find 

the closest lattice point 

to any given target 

point.” In other words, 

decoding the lattice 

(being able to map all 

its points and crack the 

encryption, in this case) 

requires finding the 

bounded distance be-

tween the target point 

and the closest lattice 

point. Peikert adds: “If 

we place equal-sized 

blue discs centered at 

every lattice point, then 

the target [point] must 

be inside one of them. 

The goal is to identify 

the lattice point at the 

center of that disc.”

fail miserably,” says Peikert.

Lattices are infinitely large objects, but tra-

ditional computers only have a finite amount of 

memory to work with. So mathematicians need 

a succinct way to represent lattices if they’re to 

use them in cryptography: what’s called a lattice 

basis. 

A lattice basis is a finite collection of points 

that can be used to reproduce any point in the 

grid that forms the lattice. In two dimensions, 

any given point has two coordinates—an x and a y 

value. Lattices used to create ciphers, however, are 

orders of magnitude higher in dimension. Points 

in these lattices might have 10,000 coordinates, 

rather than two. In small dimensions, lattice 

problems are easy for even ordinary computers to 

solve. But as the dimensions grow, these problems 

quickly appear to become intractable. 

This curse of dimensionality confuses both tra-

ditional and quantum computers, particularly 

when they are trying to decode a location that’s 

near—but not on—a lattice point. 

Let’s say we plan to encrypt a single bit of data. 

Selecting a lattice point that corresponds to our 

data, we add a bit of random noise—that is, we 

slightly perturb the point, traveling a small dis-

tance so that we end up not on a lattice point, 

but close by, in the ambient space between lat-

tice points; our target is no longer a lattice point. 

Where we’ve ended up becomes the ciphertext: the 

encrypted version of the data. In essence, bounded-

distance decoding is the problem of recovering the 

original lattice point from this ciphertext. 

Next, we send our ciphertext to the recip-

ient, who will only be able to decrypt it on their 

device with a secret key—some special informa-

tion about the original lattice. Without this key, 

experts believe that neither quantum nor clas-

sical computers will be able to decode the target 

point back to the original lattice point. The lattice 

is thus an ideal mechanism to devise encryption 

schemes for both traditional computers and quan-

tum machines. 

With quantum computing on the horizon, 

long-term security is paramount. Companies 

like Google and Cloudflare have already started 

to deploy lattice-based cryptography within tra-

ditional internet protocols. Startups are banking 

on quantum technology to improve advances 

in finance, drug and materials discovery, data  

mining, and more. Unless cybersecurity can out-

pace the technology, however, quantum poses a 

risk for us all. 

“Quantum computers will be able to retroac-

tively break currently used codes, making them 

a threat not only to the future but to the past and 

present, as well,” says Peikert. “The reality is 

sobering.”

Lattice-based cryptography will permit us to  

replace our currently endangered encryption 

schemes; it will also allow for entirely new encryp-

tion methods for which we have no comparable 

analogs based on factoring or any other hard math-

ematical problem. 

Just as a garden lattice is used to create privacy 

or to fence in an enclosure, mathematical lattices 

will help us shield our digital information. Startling  

in their efficiency, function and elegance, these 

abstract mathematical objects are the key to secu-

rity in the post-quantum era.  
All
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900 MILES FROM      L
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ALL ENGINES ON FIRE. 

M      LAND. How Flying Tiger 923 

and its “miracle pilot” 

made an impossible 

ocean landing.

BY ERIC LINDNER
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a thousand miles from land on the way to Frankfurt from New-

foundland, a red flash on the instrument panel caught Captain John 

Murray’s eye: fire in engine no. 3; inboard, right side. The 73-ton 

Lockheed 1049H Super Constellation had 76 people onboard, but the 

44-year-old pilot from Oyster Bay, Long Island, wasn’t rattled. He’d 

survived back-to-back plane crashes as a flight instructor in Detroit, 

Egyptian anti-aircraft as a black ops freelancer, and several overwa-

ter engine failures as a commercial pilot. Murray knew the most likely 

explanation for the signal was a transient electrical malfunction—

the aircraft’s fire-detection system was notoriously finicky—but 

still, Murray was puzzled: There was no alarm bell to go along with 

the flash. His log books accounted for 20 years of fire warnings, but 

»
Eric Lindner’s book Tiger in the 

Sea: The Ditching of Flying Tiger 

923 and the Desperate Struggle 

for Survival tells the story of pilot John 

Murray’s 1962 lifesaving “ditch” of an 

L-1049H Super Constellation in the North 

Atlantic Ocean. The barely controlled 

water landing with 76 passengers and crew 

members onboard captivated the world at 

the height of the Cold War. Newspapers 

from London to Los Angeles ran breaking 

updates of the crash’s aftermath, and Pres-

ident Kennedy received hourly updates 

concerning the fates of all involved.

Lindner conducted dozens of inter-

views with survivors and eyewitnesses 

to write Tiger in the Sea. His account 

is definitive, unearthing details and 

insights from Murray and others that 

reveal the full extent of the event’s unprec-

edented danger, as well as Murray and 

his crew’s miraculous airmanship and 

extraordinary ingenuity.

Here, read an exclusive adaptation 

from Tiger in the Sea.   

AS FLYING TIGER 
923 SLICED 
THROUGH THE 
DARK SKY OVER 
THE ATLANTIC, 
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O P P O S I T E :  

The Flying Tiger 
923 plane in 
1962, prior to 
its ill-fated flight 
over the Atlantic.
B E L O W :  Captain 
John Murray

zero entries spoke of a transient flash without an 

accompanying alarm.

Murray sat in the left cockpit seat, beside first 

officer Bob Parker. Navigator Sam “Hard Luck” 

Nicholson and flight engineer Jim Garrett sat 

behind them. The f light deck was a claustro-

phobic clutter of manuals, personal belongings, 

floor-to-ceiling electronics, and cigarette smoke. 

To eliminate the potential for lethal drag, Murray 

instructed Garrett to feather engine no. 3, then 

stand by to discharge fire suppressant.

Garrett pulled the throttle back to idle and 

feathered the engine’s propeller blades so they were 

parallel to the slipstream, then he cut off the fuel-

air mixture control to disable the troubled engine. 

A bell clanged, and slumbering passengers jolted 

awake—it was a fire. Outside, crew members and 

passengers could see the flaming engine oil and 

white-hot steel fragments shooting from the no. 

3 engine’s exhaust stacks. The pyrotechnics lit up 

the sky.

Garrett raised his voice above the alarm bell: 

“Ready to discharge, Captain.”

“Fire one bottle,” Murray said.

“Copy that.” Garrett lifted the small red spring-

loaded aluminum cover labeled eng. fire dhg., 

moved the switch to the discharge position, and 

shot an extinguishing agent into the no. 3 engine. 

The alarm stopped. The fire light on the control 

panel went dark.

A C C O R D I N G  T O  AV I AT I O N  S A F E T Y  N E T WO R K 

statistics, which standardize accidents by passen-

ger-miles flown, when Flying Tiger 923 took off 

on September 23, 1962, air travel was 100 times 

more dangerous than it is today. As for the Con-

stellation (“Connie”) series, nearly one of every 

five built between 1950 and 1958 had crashed or 

was otherwise out of commission. In March 1962, 

two Connies met ill-fated ends within hours of one 

another: One crashed in Alaska; the other disap-

peared somewhere over the Pacific.

Murray’s Connie had rolled off a Burbank assem-

bly line on February 20, 1958, but Howard Hughes 

had conceived the plane back in 1937. Because 

Connie used the same basic piston technology that 

powered wagons in 1844 (as opposed to the jet tur-

bine first used in 1939), and because its Wright 

reciprocating engine wasn’t as reliable as its chief 

competitor’s Pratt & Whitney, Lockheed stopped 

producing Constellations a few months after Mur-

ray’s plane was manufactured. Yet Murray himself 

still found a lot to like in his plane. He liked her 

range, ruggedness, and versatility, as well as her 

unique triple tail fins. He’d flown her 4,300 hours, 

often in dire conditions. She’d never let him down.

TH E CR I S I S S E E M E D OVE R BY 8 :11 P. M . ,  TH R E E 

hours after takeoff. The fire was out, and any dam-

age seemed contained within the exhaust stacks. 

Murray decided against shooting a second bottle of 

suppressant.

But flight engineer Garrett, a recent hire, had 

forgotten to close the no. 3 engine firewall. Moments 

after he closed the no. 1 firewall—on the left out-

board engine—by mistake, his colleagues heard 

what they described as “a shrill obscene snarl” from 

the left side of the aircraft. “Runaway on number 

one!” Parker yelled.

The error had triggered a chain reaction: When 

the left outboard’s hydraulic subsystem stopped 

pumping, blast air stopped cooling the generator, 

and fuel and oil stopped flowing to the motor and 

governor. This caused the propeller to spin out of 

control at close to the speed of sound. If the 13-foot 

blades were to break free, the projectiles could 

down the plane.

Murray muscled all the throttles back and decel-

erated Connie to 210 mph. Then he began easing 

her nose up, leveraging the air current into a make-

shift brake. The blades slowed enough to allow 

Garrett to feather the no. 1. The crew averted disas-

ter again.

But the plane had lost two of its four engines in 

seven minutes. Connie was 972 miles from land, 

hundreds from the nearest ship. Murray knew he 
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A  1962-era  
Super H 
Constellation 
cockpit.

shouldn’t try to make it all the way to Frankfurt, so 

he laid out three alternatives: pull up short at Shan-

non Airport, about 1,000 miles closer; divert north 

to Keflavik Airport, closer still; or, the worst case 

scenario, attempt a ditching, what the FAA referred 

to as a “controlled water landing.” Parker worked 

the radio, trying to keep the main rescue control 

center in Cornwall apprised of Flying Tiger 923’s 

coordinates and altitude, but he was struggling 

to communicate over the narrow, mid-oceanic 

high-frequency band. Garrett checked the perfor-

mance charts to determine the cruising altitude 

that would cause the least strain per the current 

engine configuration and weight: 5,000 feet. They 

had enough fuel to reach Ireland.

But at 9:12 p.m. another red light flashed in the 

cockpit: fire in engine no. 2. Murray reduced power, 

Garrett feathered no. 2, the light went out, and the 

nerve-fraying alarm fell silent, but now the plane 

was flying on one engine. It couldn’t do so for long, 

so Garrett reversed the feather on no. 2. The props 

realigned, and Flying Tiger 923 was back to two 

engines; thankfully, one on each wing.

After Hard Luck plotted a course for Ireland, 

Murray led a discussion on whether to deviate so as 

to overfly Britain’s Ocean Station Juliett or Amer-

ica’s Ocean Station Charlie. If ditching proved 

necessary, it would be much better to do so near one 

of the floating, well-provisioned outposts rather 

than in the middle of the open, frigid sea.

Deviating wasn’t straightforward, however. 

First, while the British weather station was 100 
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HOW TO 
DITCH  
A PLANE,  
ACCORDING TO PHYSICS
b y R H ETT A LLAIN

Landing a plane on a runway is simple. A backward-pushing 

force, such as friction between the tires and the ground, or 

the engines’ reverse thrust, slows the plane, while lift from 

the wings and the natural reaction force from the ground 

counter the downward forces of gravity. 

A water landing is similar, but pilots must also account 

for frictional forces from the water that can rotate—and 

wreck—the plane. If the plane’s nose contacts the water 

first, the force will rotate the nose downward and flip the 

plane. If one of the wings hits the water first, the plane can 

rotate in a spin. So a pilot needs to have utmost control over 

a plane’s pitch, yaw, and roll—in addition to speed—to keep 

the plane level. Here’s how to pull it off on flat water:

THROTTLE BACK TO JUST  

ABOVE STALL SPEED. 
A slower plane receives less fric-

tional force from the water—but 

stay above stall speed (this was 

about 110 mph for Captain Mur-

ray’s Connie), or you’ll go from 

flying to falling.

ANGLE THE NOSE UP 5 TO 10 DEGREES  

RELATIVE TO THE WATER.
The best way to prevent a flip or 

spin is to touch down with the 

tail first. The resulting frictional 

force will actually pull the plane 

level. A steeper angle, however, 

might break the rear fuselage 

off of the plane.

AFTER IMPACT, MAINTAIN LEVEL  

WINGS AND REDUCE ENGINE POWER.
Adjust roll by controlling the 

ailerons on each wing to keep 

the plane flat and prevent a spin 

as the fuselage and wings make 

impact. Let the backward-

pushing force from the water 

stop the plane as you throt-

tle down and maintain control, 

decreasing the lift from the wings. 

miles closer (250 miles away versus 350 miles for 

the American station), the U.S. Coast Guard cutter 

Owasco was moored beside Charlie; it could travel 

to the crash site faster than crew members from 

either outpost in the event people needed rescue. 

Second, overflying either station could add another 

175 miles of engine strain. Murray directed Parker 

to establish contact with the Owasco, then asked 

the chief stewardess to lead her three colleagues in 

a ditching drill. Passengers handed over their pens, 

pocketknives, reading glasses, dentures, belts, and 

anything else that might injure them on impact, or 

puncture their life jackets or rafts.

The flight deck was hot, humid, and hectic. 

As the plane descended and settled into a cruis-

ing speed of 168 mph, the uneven thrust from 

the full-powered right outboard and hobbled 

left inboard, coupled with the tacky altimeter 

and jumpy rpm, told Murray he wasn’t out of the 

woods. The pilot considered dumping fuel to trim 

the plane’s weight—the excess fuel beyond what 

they needed to reach Shannon was 5 percent of the 

load—but the added buoyancy of an empty tank 

wasn’t worth losing the cushion. He kept the fuel.

Yet another bell rang at 9:27 p.m. A metallic 

grinding and screeching could be heard from the 

left side of the plane. Out the windows, a shower of 

sparks lit up the moonless sky. It seemed the no. 2 

engine might explode at any second.

Murray throttled back on no. 2. The plane 

slowed, its nose lifted, the bell stopped ringing, and 

the fire light went out. But the pilot knew that if he 

kept throttling back, he’d never reach Ireland. He 

had exhausted all his options.

C I R C A 1 9 6 2 ,  T H E U . S .  COA ST G UA R D D E F I N E D 

a “successful ditching” to mean (i) the aircraft 

didn’t sink immediately, (ii) it remained mostly 

intact, and (iii) a majority onboard survived 

impact. No pilot had ever successfully ditched in 

such brutal conditions: a pitch-black night, winds 

gusting to 65 mph, 20-foot seas. The North Atlan-

tic seabed was a mausoleum for the remains of 

countless planes and ships, including the Titanic 

and dozens of Spanish galleons. For those aboard, 

hitting the water would feel like crashing onto a 

cement runway. Murray, a husband and father of 

five, knew his aluminum plane would most likely 

break apart on impact or sink in seconds. Land was 

650 miles away.

At 9:42, another alarm bell rang out. The left 

inboard engine began shooting fiery blue-black 

carbonized fuel globules the size of a fist past the 

windows. Murray silenced the alarm but told his 

crew: “Ditching seems probable now.”

Absent a significant change in the swells’ direc-
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L E F T:  Survivors 
of the Flying 
Tiger crash are 
shown at the rail 
of rescue ship 
Celerina, Sept. 
28, 1962, as it 
neared Antwerp, 
Belgium. 
R I G H T:  A circa 
1962 Super H 
Constellation 
fuel dumping and 
firewall junction 
box (located at a 
flight engineer’s 
workstation).

tion, velocity, or height, Murray said he intended to 

fly into the wind, toward the swells, and touch down 

between two of them. His colleagues were perplexed. 

The manual read: “Never land into the face of a swell 

or within 45 degrees of it.” These same instructions 

were also in all the Navy tip sheets, Flight Safety 

Foundation bulletins, Air Line Pilots Association 

newsletters, and Civil Aeronautics Board accident 

reports. Murray explained: “In almost every ditch-

ing training session, after a discussion of why it’s 

better to land parallel to the swells, there’d always 

be an old-time flying-boat captain who landed 

his Sikorsky or Boeing into the swells.” The Coast 

Guard’s instructions were “sensible in theory,” he 

added, but they didn’t apply to Connie’s unprece-

dented situation. Because Murray felt the stiff winds 

at sea level would cut his speed and minimize side-

ways drift, the Flying Tiger captain said he intended 

to ditch like the flying-boat captains.

Where to touch down was the next question, but 

a “height perception illusion,” unique to ditching, 

hindered Murray’s vision. For the human eye to pro-

cess inputs, it needs a canvas of crisp, discrete focal 

points on which to paint a comprehensible picture. 

Seldom is this a problem when landing at an airport, 

since the trees, telephone poles, and air traffic con-

trol towers create a concrete referential pointillism 

easily processed by the eye. But during a ditching 

over active water, the sky merges into the sea, bleeds 

into the horizon, and plays tricks on a pilot’s eyes, 

wreaking havoc with their depth perception. Illu-

sions lead pilots to hit the water at the wrong spot 

or angle; too soon or too late; too slow or too fast.

As he dipped Connie below 2,000 feet, Murray 

could discern the direction of the swells. He esti-

mated their height to be between 15 and 20 feet, 

the interval separating them 150 to 175 feet. Were 

he to hit a swell, it would act as a ferocious impact 

force-multiplier against the aircraft. At best, he 

had 12 feet of wiggle room to lay down the 163-foot 

plane. With winds buffeting Connie 15 to 25 feet in 

every direction, and the possibility of hidden sec-

ondary swells beneath the whitecaps below, he’d 

have to perfectly calibrate the point and manner 

of impact.

Then, it started to rain like mad. But as the 

moon emerged from hiding and lightened the sky, 

Murray’s height-perception illusion dissipated 

and he could more clearly make out the distance 

between swells: about 200 feet, crest to crest. That 

gave him a 37-foot margin of error—for a plane 

traveling 176 feet per second. The waves were high 

and powerful enough to snap Connie’s wings off 

and send the four life rafts tucked in their bays to 

the bottom of the sea.

The optimal descent slope was 25 feet per sec-

ond, but Flying Tiger 923 was heading toward the 

sea at 34 fps. Murray fought to flatten the grade, 

but gravity was tugging Connie toward the ocean. 

If he didn’t elevate fast, they’d hit the water at a 

catastrophic angle and velocity.

He wrestled against the opposing winds, strug-

gling to maintain an even keel. Were either wing to 

clip one of the powerful swells, Connie would flip 
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The Daily News 
front page on 
September 24, 
1962, the day 
after Flying Tiger 
923 went down.

into a horrifying cartwheel, breaking apart, sink-

ing, and likely killing everyone. The lone working 

engine—the right outboard, no. 4—billowed angry 

blue flames as it tried to do the work of four. No. 2’s 

unfeathered prop rotated erratically at the mercy 

of the wind. As the landing lights illuminated his 

point of impact, Murray called out over the 121.5 

frequency: “Mayday. About to ditch. Position at 

2212 Zulu Fifty-Four North, Twenty-Four West. 

One engine serviceable. Souls on board seventy-six. 

Request shipping in area prepare to search. Over.”

The plane hit the water at 120 miles per hour—

560 miles from land.

A L L  7 6  P A S S E N G E R S  A N D  C R E W  M E M B E R S  

survived the impact and evacuated the wreck. How-

ever, after seven nightmarish hours in the rough, 

bitterly cold North Atlantic, only 48 survivors 

boarded the first ship on the scene, a Swiss grain 

freighter. The remaining 28 died from drowning: 

many during a frantic, futile search to find the four 

missing life rafts.

Flying Tiger 923’s sea crash was the world’s top 

story for a week. In the U.S., news bulletins inter-

rupted the massively popular Bonanza to give 

updates on the crash, rescuers appeared on The 

Ed Sullivan Show before an at-home audience of 

40 million viewers, and in terms of column inches, 

the story received more newspaper coverage than 

astronaut John Glenn’s Florida splashdown earlier 

that year. Anchors and aviators alike hailed “the 

miracle pilot,” but how was John Murray able to 

overcome so many mechanical problems, manage 

so many simultaneous crises, and do what most 

experts said was impossible?

First, 85 percent of Murray’s piloting since 

1957 came at the helm of a Super Constellation, 

but he also effected water landings on seaplanes 

and amphibians (he held ratings in both). Sec-

ond, his engineering training primed his decision 

making to be anchored in physics, not conven-

tion. Third, he was a precise delegator and leader, 

with a clarity of purpose and serenity fostered 

by a deep personal faith. He didn’t make reac-

tive, survival-motivated decisions, but decisions 

based on a personal sense of responsibility for the 

75 other lives onboard. A pilot colleague once said 

about him, “John knew he was expendable. It was 

the definition of what being a captain is all about: 

going down with your ship.”  

Adapted from Tiger in the Sea: The Ditching of 

Flying Tiger 923 and the Desperate Struggle for 

Survival (Lyons Press; May 14, 2021).
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HOW 
TO 

BUILD
A

BACKYARD 
CHICKEN 

COOP

PHOTOGRAPHY BY HENRY HUNG



OUR DESIGN 
KEEPS YOUR  
FLOCK SAFE 

AND  
COMFORTABLE. 

HERE’S HOW 
TO PUT IT  

TOGETHER IN  
A WEEKEND
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More than 13 million homeowners raise 

backyard chickens, according to the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture, and that number 

is expected to grow over the next several years. 

You can rear chickens in regions ranging from 

rural country farms, to suburban neighbor-

hoods, to congested urban cities. If there’s a 

patch of land, you can raise chickens, and the 

birds can bring more than just fresh eggs to 

your home. You might be surprised to discover 

that chickens can make great pets. They’re 

friendly, curious, entertaining, and have individual personalities. 

If you’re interested in raising chickens, it’s important to first check with your 

town’s zoning department to confirm that chickens are allowed at your home. A 

recent study revealed that of the 150 most-populated U.S. cities, 93 percent allow 

backyard chickens. Chances are your town will, too. That leads us to the next step: 

getting a chicken coop.

You could certainly buy a chicken coop, but where’s the fun in that? Summon 

your inner DIY spirit and build our simple A-frame coop. Building from scratch 

could save you hundreds of dollars, and you’ll be able to construct it to your exact 

specifications. As shown, our coop takes up less than 50 square feet of space 

and can easily accommodate six to 

eight chickens. (Each chicken typi-

cally needs a minimum of four to five 

square feet of coop space, depending 

on its size and breed.)

The co op ha s t h ree A-shap ed 

frames, which are built out of 2x4s. 

The upper portion of the frames is cov-

ered with a plywood roof, and the lower 

section with chicken wire. There’s a 

small fold-down door on one end to 

let the chickens out when you’d like, 

and another door cut into the plywood 

roof gives you access to the roosting 

loft when you need to gather eggs. The 

total cost for all the lumber, hardware, 

fasteners, and stain should run about 

$600. Choosing your chickens is its 

own adventure (see sidebar, pg. 59), 

but baby chicks are sold at farm-supply  

stores for between $2 and $5 each. 

M

FOR A COMPLETE 

MATERIALS LIST, 

VISIT POPULAR-

MECHANICS.COM/

BUILDACOOP
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STEP 1  Cut the Rafters

Start by using a power miter saw to cut 

the six 2x4 rafters to length. Cut the 

bottom end of each rafter to 30°. Mea-

sure up from the bottom end 68 in. and 

trim the top end to 60°. (If your miter 

saw doesn’t cut to 60°, see the sidebar 

on pg. 57.) Next, trim off the pointed 

tip at 30° to create a 2-in.-wide flat top. 

Also, cut three 2x4 collar ties to 36 in. 

long, mitering each end to 30°.

STEP 2  Build the A-Frames

Fasten two rafters together at the top 

with one 4-in.-long decking screw, and 

then attach the horizontal collar tie to 

the rafters with 2½-in. decking screws 

[1]. Be sure to drill counterbored pilot 

holes first. Cut two more 2x4s to 28 in., 

mitering each end to 30°. Fasten these 

pieces, called collar tie blocking, to the 

collar ties on two of the A-frames. The 

two frames with the double-thick col-

lar ties are used at the front and back 

of the coop. The remaining A-frame, 

which has a single collar tie, is situated 

in the center of the coop. Once you’ve 

assembled the three A-frames, apply 

a coat of semi-transparent stain (we 

did light blue) to all surfaces. Staining 

the parts as you go is much easier and 

neater than trying to apply it once the 

coop is fully assembled.

STEP 3  Make the Roof

A 4 x 8–ft. sheet of 5/8-in.-thick tex-

tured plywood siding will keep your 

chickens safe and dry. Use a circular 

saw to rip the sheet in half lengthwise, 

creating two 24 x 96–in. panels. Apply 

a solid-color stain (ours was barn-door 

red) to both sides of each ply wood 

panel. Fasten one of the roof panels to 

one side of the A-frames using 15/8-in. 

decking screws [2].

STEP 4  Add Wire and Siding

Staple chicken wire to the lower por-

tion of the rafters [3]. Then screw a 

94-in.-long 2x4—called a side plate—

horizontally over the chicken wire 

and across the bottom of the rafters 

[4]. Enclose the triangular openings 

2 3

4

1
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above the collar ties with three pieces 

of pine 1x8 channel siding cut to fit. 

Miter-cut the ends of the siding to 30°, 

and slide them into place [5]. Secure 

the siding pieces with 2-in. finishing 

nails driven through the back side and 

into the rafters. I used channel siding 

because I like its rough-sawn look, but 

you could substitute pine 1x8s or even 

plywood. Once you’ve installed the 

siding, screw on the remaining ply-

wood roof panel.

STEP 5  Cut the Loft Door

Use a circular saw to cut out the roost-

ing-loft access door from the plywood 

roof panel. Cut the door 16¾ in. wide x 

32 in. long [6]. Next, take some ½-in.-

thick plywood and cut three 3-in.-wide 

strips; make two 155/8 in. long, and one 

32 in. long. Glue and screw these ply-

wood door cleats around the inside of 

the roosting loft doorway; allow the 

cleats to extend 1 in. into the opening. 

Now cover each cleat with a strip of 

adhesive-backed vinyl weatherstrip-

ping [7]. The 3/16-in.-thick x ¾-in.-wide 

weatherstripping will help seal out 

rain. 

STEP 6  Build the Loft Floor

Create the floor of the roosting loft by 

cutting five pine 1x6s to 43¾ in. long. 

Lay the 1x6s across the collar ties 

and fasten them with 2-in. finishing 

5

6

8

7
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nails [8]. Next, make two 11-in.-wide x 

43½-in.-long nesting boxes out of pine 

1x3s. Set the boxes along the sides of 

the roosting loft floor and secure each 

with two 15/8-in. decking screws.

STEP 7  Build the Ramp

Make a 47-in.-long ramp from a 1x6, 

so the chickens can access the roost-

ing loft from the ground. Miter-cut 

the ends of the ramp to 30°, then 

attach 3/8-in.-sq. cleats, spaced about 

4 in. apart, so the chickens can climb 

the ramp without slipping. Fasten the 

ramp to the center collar tie with a con-

tinuous hinge. Then cut an 8-in. length 

of wire from a wire clothes hanger and 

screw it to the center of the collar tie 

directly above the entry door. Twist 

a small screw eye into the edge of the 

lower end of the ramp. When it’s nec-

essary to move the coop for cleaning, 

raise the ramp and slip the wire into 

the screw eye.

STEP 8  Add the Roosting-Loft Door

Take the door you cut out of the ply-

wood roof earlier and secure it over 

the roosting loft with a 31¾-in.-long 

continuous hinge [9]. Then, lay an 

1

2

IF YOUR MITER SAW DOESN’T CUT TO 60°...

Building the chicken 

coop’s three A-frame 

assemblies requires 

cutting the upper ends 

of each rafter to 60°. 

But what if your miter 

saw only cuts to 45°? 

Here’s a simple way to 

retrofit your saw to cut 

the 60° miters.

Start by making a cut-

ting guide from a piece 

of ¾-in. plywood or lum-

ber. Cut the guide about 

4 in. wide and at least 

12 in. long. Rotate the 

miter-saw blade to 30° 

and trim off one end of 

the guide. Next, clamp 

the guide to the miter-

saw table, as shown. [1]

Now, to make a 60° 

cut, rotate the miter-

saw blade back to 0° and 

lock it in place. Hold the 

2x4 rafter against the 

30° mitered end of the 

guide and make the cut, 

as shown. [2] The result 

will be a precise 60° cut.

9
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IF YOU WANT A  

GREAT PET: 

SULTANS

These were 

originally bred in 

Turkey as orna-

ments for the 

Sultan’s gar-

dens. Today, 

they are on the 

Livestock Con-

servancy’s 

Critical List, so 

look for them 

at online/mail 

order hatcheries 

instead of your 

local feed store. 

Sultans typically 

weigh just 4 to 6 

pounds and lay 

about 50 bright 

white eggs per 

year—ideal for 

those looking 

for a lap hen, 

rather than an 

egg producer.

IF YOU WANT  

LOTS OF EGGS: 

WHITE LEGHORN

This is the arche-

typal bird you 

might imagine 

when thinking 

of a chicken. 

The hens lay 

about 280 eggs 

a year—they’re 

hardy in both 

winter and sum-

mer—and they’re 

easy to find at 

most places 

that sell chick-

ens. They are a 

bit flighty, how-

ever, so they 

won’t make the 

best pets, but if 

you’re looking 

for consistent 

eggs from the 

backyard, these 

hens will deliver 

them. 

IF YOU WANT FLAIR 

IN YOUR FLOCK: 

AMERAUCANA

This species 

lays blue-green 

eggs, but they’re 

not just nice to 

look at—Amer-

aucana eggs 

are large, in part 

because these 

hens don't stress 

easily. Amerau-

canas rarely go 

“broody” and 

sit on their eggs 

for long. You 

can consistently 

expect up to 4 

eggs per week. 

What’s more, 

these birds are 

hardy in colder 

climates and 

have sweet 

temperaments. 

They enjoy being 

around humans.

IF YOU DON’T HAVE A 

LOT OF SPACE: 

BANTAMS

Bantams can be 

one-fifth the 

size of a typical 

chicken, ideal 

for those with 

less coop space. 

Bantams can 

be traced back 

to the 1500s, 

when they were 

bred to supply 

eggs and meat 

on cramped 

ships. These 

hens make great 

pets for children 

because they’re 

easy to hold. 

While the eggs 

are pint-sized, 

too, Bantams 

produce about 

200 eggs per 

year.—Erica 

Somes

8-ft.-long 2x8 across the tops of the 

three A-frames and fasten it with 

3-in. decking screws [10].

STEP 9  Add the Trim and Wire

Next, cut two 1x4 horizontal trim 

pieces to 94 in. long. Use a table saw 

to bevel-rip the top edge of each 1x4 

to 30°. Take one trim piece, butt 

its beveled edge tightly against the 

lower edge of the roof panel, and then 

fasten it to the rafters with 15/8-in. 

decking screws [11]. Cut 1x2 verti-

cal trim pieces to fit snugly between 

the 1x4 horizontal trim and 2x4 side 

plate; attach the 1x2 trim pieces 

with 2-in. finishing nails [12]. Sta-

ple chicken w ire to the opposite 

side and both ends of the chicken 

coop. Install the remaining 94-in.-

long side plate, then cut t wo 2x4 

end plates to 71½ in. long; miter the 

ends to 30°. Fasten the end plates to 

the bottom of the rafters using 3-in. 

decking screws [13].

STEP 10  Cut the Entrance

Frame out the entry opening for the 

fold-down door by screwing in place 

two vertical 2x4s [14]. Space the 

24-in.-long 2x4s precisely 12¼ in. 

apart, making sure each is perfectly 

plumb. Then cut out the chicken wire 

from within the doorway opening.

STEP 11  Attach the Door and Finish

Next, build the 12-in.-wide x 23¾-in.-

tall door frame out of 2x2s. Then 

cover the back of the frame with two 

23¾-in.-long 1x6s, which create a 

solid walking surface for the chickens 

when the door is folded down. Attach 

the door to the 2x4 end plate with a 

continuous hinge [15]. Hold the door 

closed with a single gate safety hook. 

Install two gate safety hooks to secure 

the plywood door over the roosting 

loft. Finish up construction by install-

ing the remaining horizontal and 

vertical trim pieces on the opposite 

side of the coop. Now, set the chicken 

coop on a level spot in your yard, fill 

the nesting boxes with soft hay, and 

welcome home your new flock.  

FOUR CHICKENS TO START RAISING NOW
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We have the science and

technology to bring animals

back from extinction. 

But should we use it?

The $20 Million  
Bioengineering Gambit to

B Y  A N D R E W  Z A L E S K I
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AT AG E 4 5 ,  S U DA N WA S T H E F I N A L 

progenitor of  Earth’s most endangered 

animal species: the northern white 

rhinoceros. As the last male northern 

white in the world, he was both a global 

icon for conservation and a two-and-

a-half-ton target—because the horn 

of even the most precious rhino is not 

safe from poachers. He lived out his 

final years under 24/7 armed protec-

tion at the conservancy, along with two 

of his female relatives.

Half a world away, Barbara Durrant 

felt it. She had never met Sudan, but 

she knew Nola. Most people in San 

Diego knew Nola, though not the way 

Durrant did. Nola was a northern 

white rhinoceros, one of only four that 

remained by the middle of the last 

decade, along with Sudan and his kin. 

She lived at the Nikita Kahn Rhino 

Rescue Center, located at the San Diego 

Zoo Safari Park, about 30 miles north 

of the city, and not far from where 

Durrant reports to work every day at 

the zoo’s Wildlife Biodiversity Bank.

Nola had also been euthanized, 

after age and infection caught up with 

her, in 2015. She was 41.

“She was just the most amazing  

animal,” says Durrant, recalling Nola’s 

wide mouth, her skin the color of clay stone, and her distinctive horn, which curved 

toward the ground. “It’s not only losing that animal that you know personally and 

you love; it’s another step in losing the whole species.”

Durrant is director of reproductive sciences at the San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alli-

ance and one of a handful of scientists around the world who are trying to save the 

northern white rhino. In Europe, another group, under the direction of wildlife 

researcher Thomas Hildebrandt, is also working on the problem. And while their 

scientific approaches may be slightly divergent, the scientists’ end goal is the same: 

to rescue the northern white rhino before the bell of extinction rings.

Hildebrandt is the project head for BioRescue, an international consortium of 

scientists and conservationists. His group is harvesting eggs from female rhinos 

in Kenya; eventually the team hopes to create embryos using the frozen sperm of 

long-deceased northern white rhino males.

Meanwhile, Durrant’s team in San Diego is undertaking an ambitious bioen-

gineering challenge. Inside the Wildlife Biodiversity Bank is the Frozen Zoo, a 

cryopreserve where 10,000 still-living skin cells from 1,100 different animal species 

are stored in tanks of liquid nitrogen at extremely low temperatures. Among them 

are 12 cell lines taken from 12 different northern white rhinos, dating back to 1979.

As recently as two decades ago, the next step amounted to the stuff of science 

fiction: taking those skin cells, reprogramming them into sperm and egg, com-

bining them in a test tube, and then implanting that embryo into a surrogate host. 

Recreating a whole new northern white rhino. And then another, and another, and 

then, once nature took its course, dozens more. Breathing life back into that which 

is dead. De-extinction, in other words, the purposeful resurrection of animals that 

have died off. Animals like Sudan.

“People are seeing a species go extinct right before their eyes,” says Durrant. 

“Can we really even make a dent? The answer is, well, we have to. We have to do this.”

Astronomical costs and enormous risks stand in the way. An investment of at 

least $20 million is required to realize the ultimate goal of reconstituting a popu-

lation of wild northern white rhinoceroses. Retrieving oocytes (eggs) is a delicate 

endeavor, because if scientists puncture blood vessels near the uterus, the animal 

The day before he was 
euthanized by veterinarians 
in March of 2018, Sudan 
collapsed in the dirt at the Ol 
Pejeta Conservancy in Kenya, 
where he had lived since 2009. 
He was worn out and in pain.
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will bleed to death. And preserving a 

species through bioengineering is a 

fraught, messy process, one that calls 

into question the sophistication of cur-

rent reproduction techniques and the 

ethics of meddling with nature.

If the project succeeds, it would 

be a scientific breakthrough like no 

other. What was once outside the 

realm of possibility is almost within 

our grasp. At some point in the not-

too - distant f ut ure, a rhinoceros 

calf—a cultivated northern white—

may very well take its first steps.

OF THE WORLD’S FIVE RHINO SPECIES,

the northern white—one of two sub-

species of white rhinos—drew the 

short straw. Northern whites once 

roamed East and Central Africa, 

enjoying an herbivorous lifestyle with 

few natural predators. Humans prized 

them for their horns, which can grow 

to over four feet. In Europe circa 1900, rhino horn was fashioned into ornamental 

accoutrements, like walking sticks and pistol grips. It remains a common ingredi-

ent in traditional Chinese medicine, which prescribes powdered rhino horn mixed 

with boiling water as a cure for fever, gout, and rheumatism.

Poaching and war rapidly thinned the northern whites’ numbers, from the thou-

sands to the hundreds to the tens. Nola arrived in San Diego in 1989; by the end of 

that decade, fewer than 40 remained in the northeast corner of what is today the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo. The last northern white in the wild was spotted 

in 2006. By then, the only survivors were those that had been relocated to zoos in the 

1970s. They included Sudan; his daughter, Najin; her daughter, Fatu; and another 

bull, Suni, who were all taken to Kenya’s Ol Pejeta Conservancy in 2009. They were 

the eligible breeders, yet no calves were born. Suni died four years before Sudan.

Four became three, then three became two, so now only Najin and Fatu remain. 

They are old and getting older, and even if they could mate, veterinarians have 

“The Frozen Zoo is a cryopreserve where 

10,000 still-living skin cells from 1,100 

different animal species are stored in 

tanks of liquid nitrogen.”
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determined that neither is capable 

of carrying a pregnancy to term. It’s 

a foregone conclusion then, yes? The 

line of northern white rhinos dies with 

Najin and Fatu.

“Sometimes we feel kind of help-

less,” says Durrant. “We’re battling 

such a huge wave of extinction.”

Southern white rhinos, on the other 

hand, largely escaped their cousins’ 

misfortune. There were fewer than 100 

remaining in the late 1800s, but a tena-

cious conservation effort followed and 

continues today. More than 20,000 of 

these rhinos currently roam the earth, 

mostly in South Africa. The San Diego 

Zoo Wildlife Alliance has six females, 

which will play a crucial role in its effort 

to produce a pure northern white rhino. 

Summarizing the idea is easy enough: 

An embryo made of northern white 

sperm and egg is implanted into a sur-

rogate—a female southern white rhino. 

Sixteen months later, a northern white 

calf is born.

Durrant and her colleagues have 

already cleared several hurdles in the 

past five years. Using ultrasound tech-

nology, the team deciphered the inner 

workings of the rhino’s reproductive 

system. Mapping the cervix was a key 

first step. A rhino cervix is a tight, convoluted maze of rings. Navigating it can be 

tricky. To practice, the zoo artificially inseminated two southern white females in 

2018 using preserved southern white male sperm. Two healthy calves, Edward and 

Future, were born in 2019.

When female rhinos are ovulating, circulating estrogen helps relax the rings 

of the cervical tissue. For that reason, Durrant and her team were able to insemi-

nate the zoo’s rhinos by hand. The future embryo transfer, however, will be much 

tougher. Once the team has produced a viable pure northern white rhino embryo, 

they will stimulate ovulation in one of the southern white rhinos residing at the 

Safari Park. Then they’ll have to wait another 10 days to let the embryo mature in 

vitro before implantation. But the surrogate’s estrogen levels will have decreased 

by then, causing her cervix to tighten once more. Navigating it by hand will be 

impossible, because the risk of severely damaging cervical tissue is too great. 

Instead, Durrant and her team are currently collaborating with roboticists at the 

University of California San Diego to develop a workaround.

“I can say pretty clearly that this would be the first time a robot has ever really 

been used in animals in any kind of major computation effort like this,” says 

Michael Yip, a professor of electrical and computer engineering at UCSD and 

director of the Advanced Robotics and Controls Laboratory.

Yip’s lab is outfitting a noodlelike catheter with miniaturized robotic controls. 

Imagine a tiny metal cylinder, thinner than the circumference of a headphone 

jack and sheathed in a flexible filament. A camera on one end will give zoo work-

ers a view of where they’re going, while a PlayStation-like controller will bend the 

“I can say pretty clearly that this 

would be the first time a robot has 

ever been used in animals like this.”
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catheter with sub-millimeter precision—enough to ensure that they can navigate 

the rings without scraping tissue or puncturing blood vessels.

“We’ll do very little, if any, tissue damage, but we’ll be able to get through that 

tightened-down cervix,” Durrant says.

In March 2020, Durrant completed the zoo’s first oocyte pickups. Because the 

scientists had already done the ultrasound mapping, they had a clear idea of where 

the ovaries and follicles were located.

Eggs were collected from each of their six southern white females using a four-

foot-long double-lumen (two channeled) needle, which is capable of flushing out 

the follicles and sucking out the oocytes. They collected a total of 22; in the lab, 

each oocyte was fertilized with a single sperm. In the end, while half of the fertil-

ized oocytes matured, none developed into blastocysts, the final stage of embryo 

growth. But the effort allowed the researchers to start piecing together some novel 

rhino science: What nutrients do rhino embryos need, in vitro, to mature?

This was a critical juncture in the team’s de-extinction work, as valuable prac-

tice for the fertilization procedure to come. You don’t transfer an embryo on the 

initial try. Fail to navigate the cervical maze, and you might damage tissue, imper-

iling the pregnancy. Fail to mature a reprogrammed egg into a blastocyst, and 

there’s no embryo to even transfer. Everything Durrant’s team has done with 

southern whites is a dress rehearsal for the premiere event, when it finally comes 

time to make a southern white female the surrogate mother of the main charac-

ter: a northern white rhino embryo.

The task of generating the sperm and egg falls to the San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alli-

ance’s Marisa Korody, a conservation geneticist who is trying to create stem cells 

from the functionally extinct northern white rhinos. She starts with cryopreserved 

fibroblasts, cells that compose the connective structural tissue of all animals. The 

Frozen Zoo has fibroblasts generated from skin samples of 12 different northern 

whites—eight of which are unrelated—that contain enough genetic diversity to save 

the species. These fibroblasts are then reprogrammed into induced pluripotent stem 

cells—that is, cells that can turn into any cell type in the body. By directing these 

stem cells to specific developmental paths, the researchers can generate primordial 

germ cells, precursors to what eventu-

ally become sperm and eggs.

This is as far as the science goes—at 

least for now, and at least with rhinos. 

Korody is optimistic as she’s managed 

to generate the germ cells. Generat-

ing northern white rhino sperm and 

northern white rhino egg, though, is 

a long-term process, one that involves 

figuring out the hormones and growth 

signals needed to get the germ cells to 

differentiate further.

“Maybe in 10 years or so, we’ll be 

close,” she says.

It’s a different strategy from the 

one Thomas Hildebrandt and BioRes-

cue are focused on right now. While 

the team in San Diego is trying to gen-

erate northern white rhino embryos 

from cells, BioRescue is attempting to 

fertilize eggs collected from Fatu and 

Najin with cryopreserved northern 

white rhino sperm.

“We can use this approach to trans-

fer the embryos into a southern white 

rhino surrogate, and then let the 

calf grow up with Najin and Fatu,” 

says Hildebrandt, who also leads the 

department of reproduction manage-

ment at the Leibniz Institute for Zoo 

and Wildlife Research in Germany.

In 2019, Hildebrandt’s team accom-

plished a scientific first: It transferred 

a rhino embryo fertilized in vitro into 

the uterus of a female rhino. In this 

case, it was a southern white. As of July 

2021, BioRescue has completed seven 

southern white rhino embryo transfers.

In the next few years, Hildebrandt 

says, BioRescue will be ready to trans-

fer a northern white rhino embryo into 

a surrogate southern white female.

I N  T H E  5 5 - M I L L I O N -Y E A R  E V O L U -

tionary history of the rhino, 10 years 

is nothing but a heartbeat. In the here 

and now, however, a decade is enough 

time to exacerbate an annihilation  

crisis that’s already under way.

In 2019, a landmark report from 

the United Nations revealed that a 

million animal and plant species are 

careening toward extinction. A sub-

sequent report issued by the World 

Wildlife Fund in 2020 indicated that 
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says Ross MacPhee, a curator in the mammalogy department of the American 

Museum of Natural History in New York City. There’s no way to guarantee that a 

population of northern white rhinos wouldn’t need around-the-clock protection 

the way Najin and Fatu do today. Southern white rhinos, despite their resurgence, 

are already considered a species on the way to endangered, as lust for rhino horn 

continues unabated. Some horns fetch a purse of $300,000. How much might a 

rare northern white rhino horn go for?

While the San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance hopes to generate a self-sustaining 

population of northern white rhinos back in part of their native range, Durrant 

says that would only happen if it’s safe to put the animals there. But not making 

the effort isn’t an option, she says.

“Everything is connected,” says Durrant. “When you take any species, plant or 

animal, out of an ecosystem, it starts to unravel.”

As it stands now, most of the African species of rhinos—the southern white and 

black rhinos—are concentrated mainly in southern Africa. Very few black rhinos 

are roaming around central Africa where northern white rhinos once predominated: 

The pointed mouth of the black rhino is good for eating branches and leaves, while 

the wide mouth of the white rhino is better adapted for grazing on grass.

Scientists interested in saving the northern white rhino often cite the good 

that such a keystone species provides. A megafauna creature like the white rhino 

directly and indirectly affects the well-being of dozens of other creatures. By eat-

ing long grass, they help keep vegetation at a reasonable level so predators can see 

their prey. Their feet carve avenues in the grass so prey can escape. Their drop-

pings fertilize the grass and provide nutrients for insects. It’s a tiny biosphere 

where nonhuman life thrives. Upset the balance, and that life has to migrate else-

where. Maybe to urban ecosystems. Maybe carrying disease.

wildlife populations have declined by 

two-thirds in the past half century due 

to human activities; deforestation, 

insecticides, and poaching are all com-

plicit. Various species we hardly think 

of but are nonetheless important for 

humans and ecosystems to thrive are 

in the crosshairs.

“If we can think of this as a leaky 

bucket right now, the bucket is pouring 

out water and more and more species 

are falling out,” says Tierra Curry, a 

senior scientist with the nonprofit 

Center for Biological Diversity, based 

in Arizona. “Trying to put a couple 

more species back in the bucket isn’t 

going to fix the problem.”

Criticism of de-extinction efforts 

often begins with something like Cur-

ry’s premise. Her preference would 

be to “fight like hell” for everything 

still alive. After all, the natural world 

is at the brink, but animals aren’t the 

problem.

Instead, the ultimate problem is 

“uniquely and definitely humans,” 
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U N D E R ANY OTH E R CI RCU MSTANCES , A G ROU P OF PEO -

ple kneeling around Fatu inside the Ol Pejeta Conservancy 

would be a cause for concern. But on this Sunday in Decem-

ber 2020, the scientists and veterinarians in attendance 

were monitoring Fatu as she lay under general anesthesia. 

Near her backside was Hildebrandt. He was collecting eggs.

Over the past two years, with the permission of the 

Kenyan government, Hildebrandt and BioRescue have per-

formed six separate egg pickups on Najin and Fatu. The latest 

one, in December 2020, yielded 14 oocytes from Fatu. Collec-

tion is done by anesthetizing the rhino and then inserting 

an ultrasound wand into the rectum. The wand is there only 

to provide a picture, a way to guide the needle that flushes 

out the rhino’s follicles and grabs the eggs. Both times the 

eggs were rapidly transported to Avantea, an advanced bio-

technology lab in Italy. There they were fertilized with frozen 

semen that had been extracted from Suni before he died. To 

date, BioRescue has cryopreserved nine embryos that com-

bine northern white sperm and northern white egg.

It’s a monumental step, one that represents the closest any group of scientists has 

come to bringing a northern white rhino calf into the world. Hildebrandt doesn’t just 

consider it fascinating science; he likens it to a moral imperative. Picking and choos-

ing which animals to de-extinct is easy when nature hasn’t selected against them.

“The rhino hasn’t failed in evolution. It’s at the brink of extinction because 

humans have poached it and killed it,” he says. “So it is actually our human respon-

sibility to fix this problem, because we have caused it.”

While BioRescue’s current endeavor is separate from the work being conducted by 

Durrant, Korody, and others at the San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance, the two groups 

are working toward common goals. Hildebrandt and his counterparts in San Diego 

held the first international conference on rescuing the northern white rhino in 2015 

in Vienna. He says the work being conducted on pluripotent stem cells in San Diego 

is an important component of the overall effort. BioRescue has created embryos 

made with eggs from Najin and Fatu and sperm from Suni; the embryos the San 

Diego team hopes to create will come from multiple other northern white rhinos, 

which will increase the genetic diversity of a future population. In turn, that should 

help improve the animals’ overall health by serving as a safeguard against disease.

Yet Hildebrandt wants to bring a baby northern white rhino into the world as 

quickly as possible. While the two subspecies are related, northern white rhinos 

are wider, with straighter backs, flatter skulls, and a different neck structure. The 

differences are stark enough that a baby northern white rhino might not learn how 

to graze properly if it grows up in a herd of its southern white cousins. Hildebrandt 

wants the animal to socialize with Najin and Fatu before they, too, die. Sudan’s 

granddaughter is only in her early 20s and still playful. Najin, on the other hand, is 

in her early 30s, and lives with a large tumor on her abdomen.

“There’s a lot of things morphologically which are links to behaviors,” says Hil-

debrandt. “The social knowledge, how 

to behave as a northern white rhino, is 

something we can preserve. But there 

is no way to do that unless we produce 

a calf very soon.”

Still, a de-extinction project inev-

itably requires two finite resources: 

time and money. Hildebrandt thinks 

it will take about 20 years to rein-

troduce a healthy population of the 

animals back to Africa, at a cost of 

approximately $1 million per calf. But 

how much is one northern white rhino 

worth to the world?

DEPENDING ON BIORESCUE’S PROG -

ress this year, there might be a baby 

northern white rhino walking with 

Najin and Fatu within two years. The 

bioengineering tools required to accom-

plish the incredible—resurrecting a 

herd of 6,000-pound animals—are 

here, in the hands of Durrant, Korody, 

Hildebrandt, and their teams.

We have the technology. We can 

rebuild them. Now comes the hardest 

question of all: Should we?

It’s perhaps too soon to tell if a 

new birth in a species on the brink of 

extinction would be heralded as a suc-

cess. After all, humans nearly killed 

off every northern white rhino in exis-

tence. What’s to say people won’t poach 

the animals for their horns, and do it 

flippantly, openly, even expectantly? 

You created a bunch of northern white 

rhinos before, we might cry out. Just 

do it again. This, we might incorrectly 

believe, is the promise of something 

like the Frozen Zoo. We preserve nat-

ural histor y, only to reanimate it 

according to our whims.

“Yes, science can save species. But 

don’t rely on science to save species,” 

says Durrant. “We can’t do this for 

every species. We don’t want to do this 

for every species. We want species to 

be preserved in their native habitats 

before they go extinct.”

Cr yopreser vation and embr yo 

transfers aren’t blueprints for man-

aging the planet. But they might 

preserve Sudan’s legacy. If we’re pay-

ing attention, maybe one new rhino 

will wake us up.  

“The rhino hasn’t failed in 

evolution. It’s at the brink 

of extinction because humans 

have poached and killed it.”
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// BY BRAD FORD //

F
OR SOME OF US GROWING UP, OUR VISION OF THE FUTURE  

was filled with flying cars and robots that did our work 

for us. While the hovering sedans of the Jetsons have yet 

to materialize, robot vacuums, on the other hand, have 

arrived. And, while they don’t look like George’s Rosie, 

these wafer-shaped, dirt-sucking automatons have come 

of age. Costing from a bit under $200 to over a thousand, 

they boast a wide range of features and technology. And given that 

there’s a lot going on under the hood, so to speak, we had to develop 

several in-depth tests to get a fair gauge of their performance.

Setting  
the Robot 
Vacuums 
Loose

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TREVOR RA AB
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THE ROBOT CORRAL
First, we set up three 8 x 8–foot pens, each with a different floor sur-

face, where we could repeat cleaning scenarios for each model. The 

floor of one corral was low- to medium-pile carpet; the second was 

bare, polished concrete; and the third was laminate flooring. We 

placed a floormat and a wooden stool on the concrete as obstacles.

Then, in each corral, we dumped five grams of flour, five grams 

of sawdust, 15 grams of dried rice, and 15 grams of pinto beans 

to simulate various types of dirt and debris. (We should note that 

robot vacuums are maintenance cleaners, and these—for the sake 

of our stress test—were more material than you should expect a 

vac to pick up on a regular basis.) On the carpet, flour and sawdust 

are indicators of how well a vacuum’s brushes work at agitating 

dirt, making it easier to suck up. On the laminate, where sawdust 

and flour can get deep into seams, raw suction power is needed. 

And dried rice and pinto beans are a challenge on concrete and 

laminate, because a vacuum’s brushes could quickly scatter them.

Once we had the vacuums’ apps installed and paired, we set the 

models loose, timing and scrutinizing their work.

Navigation is key to how well a robot vacuum performs 

its job. It doesn’t matter how much suction one has if it 

doesn’t pass over every inch of the floor. Just about all 

models employ three basic types of sensors to help them 

navigate. (See the sidebar at right for a primer on the 

most prevalent types of systems.) As the ones we tested worked their way through 

our corrals and one editor’s living room that we used as a control, we took stock of 

how efficiently they moved within the space. Below are our findings on the three best.

Bump-and-Go / The vacuum 

heads in one direction, and then 

changes course when it hits 

something. Many vacuums have 

programming that makes their 

paths more efficient. By bumping 

into a wall in a couple of places, 

they can verify the location of 

a wall and travel parallel to it, 

turning 180 degrees each time 

they hit an end wall.

vSLAM / Visual Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (vSLAM) 

tracks multiple points in a room, 

in successive camera frames, to 

triangulate position. The Roomba 

S9+ employs this method to 

navigate. Over time it learns and 

becomes more efficient, where 

it may rely on points that remain 

constant and do not change.

LiDAR / Light Detection and 

Ranging uses a laser to locate 

features by sending out pulses of 

light and measuring how long they 

take to return. LiDAR is especially 

useful for creating accurate 

maps and is the most powerful 

navigation tool for robot vacuums.

CRITIQUING

THEIR

NAVIGATION

I R O B O T  R O O M B A  S 9 +

We had the most difficulty 

discerning what the S9+ was 

actually doing. What initially 

appeared to be a sort of 

random path, we realized, 

was a series of location 

exercises using vSLAM. It 

first moved left and right, 

bumping both sides in 

multiple places, and then it 

worked toward the corners, 

looping into them in a wide 

curve before moving tight in 

and backing out. Then it 

performed a trip around the 

perimeter, and then into the 

corners again. After all that, it 

moved to make left/right 

passes to cover the middle 

area. Finally, it vacuumed left 

and right of the dock.

R O B O R O C K  S 6  M A X V

Using both vSLAM and 

LiDAR to navigate, the S6 

MaxV started with an odd, 

diagonal zigzag that we 

hadn’t seen robot vacuums 

use before, presumably 

scanning the surroundings. 

Presumably, we say, 

because it then quickly 

went around the perimeter 

of the corral, following that 

up with a series of out-and-

back passes moving across 

the whole space. The 

vacuum then performed a 

second pass of the 

perimeter, ending with a 

final out-and-back series of 

sweeps across the corral 

before returning to the 

dock to top off the battery.

E U F Y  G 3 0  E D G E

Despite having a lower-tech 

bump-and-go navigation 

system, the Eufy seemed 

remarkably methodical 

and efficient. Leaving the 

dock, it immediately started 

a straight out-and-back 

pattern, moving left to the 

wall with each pass. It then 

bumped the wall in a couple 

of places, confirming its 

location, before returning to 

the center. It continued out 

and back to the right wall, 

where it started around the 

perimeter to the lower left 

corner. It then began left/

right passes from the front 

to the back, followed by the 

perimeter, ending with the 

lower right corner.

THERE ARE THREE COMMON 

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS:



When using a robot vacuum for the first time, stick 

around to monitor what it’s doing. There are a few 

things to keep an eye on. Shoelaces, strings, carpet 

fringe, and thin or lightweight clothing can all get 

pulled into the brushes or rollers. The Roborock S6 

MaxV uses two cameras and artificial intelligence 

(AI) to identify many common “problem obstacles” 

the vacuum may encounter and avoid them. 

Some units have sensors that will stop them 

when the brushes meet resistance, and some will 

even reverse, spitting out whatever they pulled in. 

But, to avoid damage to the vacuum and whatever it 

might try to suck up, you should keep the area clear. 

Additionally, be aware of pet food/water 

bowls, plant stands, or other things that might be 

“tippy,” until it’s clear how a vacuum will interact 

with them. Models that leverage bump-and-go 

navigation, like the Eufy G30 Edge, may bump 

things a little harder, so it’s a good idea to set up 

boundaries around those water bowls. Lastly, if 

kids have toys with small parts, like Lego, those 

can be picked up by a robot vacuum just as easily 

as a full-sized unit. Many models have features to 

create exclusion zones, so make use of them or 

employ your own strategy to avoid all these little 

hazards that could jam up the vacuum. 

THINGS

TO WATCH

OUT FOR

MEASURING 

SUCTION POWER
Water lift, a common method of quantify-

ing suction, is relatively easy to measure. 

So easy, in fact, we built a simple water lift 

gauge to evaluate the strength of these robot 

vacs. Here’s how it works: We set up the vac-

uums so their suction could be applied, 

within a sealed system, to a tube with water 

in it. The stronger the suction, the higher 

the water is lifted. 

Vacuum manufacturers tend to list vac-

uum strength in Pascals (Pa), which can be 

converted to water lift: 249.1 Pascals equals 

one inch of water lift. You’ll notice our num-

bers are lower than manufacturers’ claims, 

and that’s to be expected because they don’t 

tell us where or how they’re measuring. They 

may take measurements at the impeller, or 

without going through the filter. It’s similar 

to how auto manufacturers list horsepower 

ratings on cars, as an engine spec. But the 

transmission, differential, and other sys-

tems all leech some of that horsepower, so 

what’s actually available at the rear wheels 

isn’t the same number listed in the specs. To 

be as close as possible to the actual amount 

of suction available under the vacuums, we 

removed the vacuum brushes and measured 

right through the housing above them, with 

the vacuum filter in place.

RO BO ROCK S6 MA X V 

2,500 Pa, claimed

7 in. of water lift = 1,744 Pa

I RO BOT ROO M BA S9+ 

N/A Pa (iRobot doesn’t list)

7.3 in. of water lift = 1,806 Pa

E U F Y G3 0 E DG E

2,000 Pa, claimed

6.25 in. of water lift = 1,557 Pa
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B E S T  O B S T A C L E  R E C O G N I T I O N

RO BO ROCK S6 MA X V

Price: $600 / Navigation: LiDAR, plus 

vSLAM / Brush: 1 / Side brush: 1 / Exclu-

sion zones: Yes, virtual / Voice control: Via 

Alexa and Google Assistant

When we set the S6 MaxV loose in our test 

corrals, it was the fastest to complete vac-

uuming our laminate floor and concrete 

area with obstacles, finishing in nine and 

14 minutes, respectively. In the laminate 

corral, it vacuumed everything clean, leav-

ing no trace of the debris we had strewn. 

The S6 MaxV finished our carpeted cor-

ral in nine minutes as well, with just a trace 

of sawdust left behind. Our concrete area 

presented a challenge with grains of rice 

we spread, and some got left behind where 

the vacuum transitioned from the floor up 

onto the mat we’d placed.

The S6 MaxV impressed us during prac-

tical testing in our homes. In the Roborock 

app, we watched as the vacuum quickly 

created accurate maps of our rooms. It 

also recognized and avoided sneakers, a 

power strip, and some wooden prop dog 

poop we threw down.

L O W E S T  M A I N T E N A N C E

I RO BOT ROO M BA S9+

Price: $1,000 / Navigation: vSLAM /

Brushes: 2 / Side brush: 1 / Exclusion 

zones: Yes, virtual / Voice control: Via 

Alexa and Google Assistant

The S9+ clocked the fastest time to finish 

the carpet area, leaving just a trace of saw-

dust after nine minutes. In the concrete 

area, it took more time navigating around 

the wooden stool but was delicate in doing 

so, cleaning around the legs thoroughly. 

Like the others, it did leave some rice at 

the edge of the floor mat. In the laminate 

corral, we couldn’t find any debris except 

for a dusting of flour in one spot. Keep in 

mind that the S9+ has flexible ridges and 

paddles instead of bristles. This appeared 

to be a little less effective with very fine 

particles on the smooth, hard surface.

This Roomba has a slightly different 

design than most other robot vacuums,  

in that it has a flat front with squared-off 

corners. We found two advantages of this, 

the first being that it got into corners bet-

ter, and the second that it allows for wider 

brushes—about 30 percent wider. 

B E S T  V A L U E

EU FY G3 0 E DG E

Price: $350 / Navigation: Advanced 

bump-and-go / Brush: 1 / Side brush: 1 /

Exclusion zones: Yes, physical / Voice con-

trol: Via Alexa and Google Assistant

The G30 Edge is the least expensive model 

from our test, but you wouldn’t know that 

by how it cleaned our test corrals. It was 

slightly slower than the others, sure, yet 

it effectively and methodically vacuumed 

each area. It left barely a trace of debris 

on both the carpet and laminate floor 

and missed some rice transitioning from 

the floor to the mat in the concrete area. 

We did notice the G30 Edge bump things 

slightly harder than the other vacuums—

not surprising, since its navigation is an 

enhanced version of bump-and-go.

Testing in our homes, we used the app 

to view progress in real time. While we 

could view completed vacuuming and 

maps in the cleaning history, we couldn’t 

save or edit them. To set no-go zones, we 

laid down the included magnetic strip to 

create physical barriers. While this worked 

well, we did need to remember to put the 

strip in place every time we had the vac-

uum scheduled to clean.    Read about a l l  the vacuums we tested at popularmechanics .com .

B EST O F  
TH E TEST
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Page 1: Opener w/ 50-word intro

Board & Tabletop 
Games
↓

p.74

Video Games
↓ 

p.76

Consoles
↓

p.77

Toys for Kids
↓

p.78

Toys for 
Grownups

↓
p.80

2021’s Best Ways to Play

Most people can appreciate a good toy or game. Whether you’re like one 

of our editors who went on a spree of building the Lego sets of iconic Star 

Wars ships or a parent who wants to test the STEM waters with your kid, 

toys and games can provide an endorphine-boosting hit of nostalgia and 

an opportunity to get together and do something fun and educational—

or just crush your friends in a good-spirited game of Trivial Pursuit. 

We’ve spent hours testing the best board and video games, consoles, controllers, and learn-

ing toys to find the most worthy distractions and pastimes for you.

BY THE POPULAR MECHANICS EDITORS
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BEST THEME

Durian $23

Oink Games essentially priori

tizes travel with its line of 

extremely compact, fun games. 

One of its latest releases is this 

bluffing game, in which you play 

as clerks in a jungle fruit shop. 

Every player has an inventory 

card in front of them that they 

can’t see, and you have to decide 

each turn: Take another order, or 

are there more orders than your 

total inventory will allow?

Oink Games, in general, 

focuses on creative themes, 

colorful art, and simplebut

engaging gameplay. And Durian 

is no exception. Its fastpaced 

play and quick turns are great for 

latenight gaming.

BEST FOR ADULTS

The Castles of  
Tuscany $47

It’s hard to put together a list 

of good games that doesn’t 

include at least one set in the 

Renaissance, and our pick from 

the latest batch is The Castles 

of Tuscany. Players must create 

an appealing region to rule by 

gathering cards that allow them 

to play tiles that provide actions, 

bonuses, or even another turn. 

The cool thing is how these chain 

together to earn you points.

Publisher Ravensburger bal

ances complex and interesting 

gameplay without making it 

overwhelming. While you can 

specialize in one tile type to start, 

you won’t be able to win without 

a variety. This lets players pick a 

strategy that works for them at 

the beginning and grow that as 

they learn the game’s mechanics.

BEST FOR PARTIES

Stay Cool $25

Stay Cool’s premise is simple: 

One player has red cards, the 

other has blue cards, and they 

take turns asking questions to 

a third player. That person must 

answer aloud or with a set of 

lettered dice. The problem is 

there’s a timer. How good are 

you at multitasking?

Stay Cool achieves what many 

party games aspire toward—a 

limited form of player trauma. 

And it looks great while doing it. 

The colors are inviting, to distract 

from the increasing difficulty.

BEST LONG GAME

Dominations: Road to Civilization $60

Dominations: Road to Civilization is a sprawling, strategic board game. 

It challenges players to take a society in its infancy and use Knowledge 

and Mastery to build camps, cities, and monuments over three eras. 

The core game is simple: Every turn, you place a tile and collect Knowl

edge (the primary resource) based on that tile and the adjacent ones. 

What happens next is where it gets interesting and requires some 

planning: Do you spend that Knowledge on new cities? Do you con

struct a monument? Do you develop Mastery in certain skills to give 

yourself a future edge?

No matter what you choose, the game has a lot to offer over its two

to threehour runtime, making it a great choice for players who are 

looking for a deep, challenging game that they won’t need to spend 

the whole day playing. It also looks great on the table, with colorful 

tiles and 3D monuments that stand above the camps and cities to 

really give the game a sense of scale. L
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 GAME AND TOY AWARDS 

BEST DICE GAME

Cubitos $60

As the giant cheese-person on the box suggests, Cubitos will not be the 

most serious board game in your library. In it, players are racing to the 

finish line as quickly as possible by using custom dice to roll, re-roll, and 

roll again so that they can move, collect credits, and use special powers. 

The exciting thing is, every time you play, the dice have different abili-

ties, and if you roll too many blank dice faces, you’ll bust and miss out on 

moving and buying new dice. Do you try to buy a few Reckless Cheese 

dice that let you move a lot but risk 

busting? Or hope that a Rollasaurus 

die will land face-up and let you move 

four spaces right away? Such are the 

high-stakes choices you’ll face.

We like Cubitos because it’s silly, 

fun, and surprisingly easy to learn. 

Plus, in our experience, players really 

like rolling a lot of dice at the same 

time, and it’s built for that. With 

multiple abilities per die color and 

many different race tracks, Cubitos is 

highly variable and appeals to players 

looking for a fun racing game that’s 

quirky and colorful.

BEST STORY AND ART 

Sleeping Gods $100

For players looking for a longer experience, Sleeping Gods is a hefty 

title that promises up to 20 hours of gameplay per campaign. You play 

as the captain of the Manticore, lost in a strange sea under a stranger 

sky. As you explore, you will need your wits and the skills of your crew to 

find totems and wake the gods that have the power to send you home.

Not just a visually striking experience, Sleeping Gods also has a deep 

and interesting narrative fueled by player choices as they cross the 

seas. Help, ignore, forsake, fight, or even steal; all of these options are 

available to you in various narrative quests you can try. Even with a map 

and all the answers, the campaign may not be the same twice because 

new cards and new questions emerge after every play.

BEST PUZZLE GAME

Exit: The Sacred  
Temple $25

Exit: The Sacred Temple is a new 

spin on the popular single-use 

escape-room game series. Here, 

players have to assemble four 

puzzles over the course of a few 

hours in order to get the tools and 

clues needed to solve mysteries.

We’re fans of the Exit series 

at large, and we love what the 

publisher has done with these 

puzzles. Originally, they were just 

on cards, but adding the jigsaw 

component makes the game feel 

more tactile and interesting.

MOST INNOVATIVE

Sonora $30

In the past couple of years, roll-and-write games went from a relatively 

obscure genre to a fairly popular one. It stands to reason that we would 

start seeing variations on that emerge, and Sonora purports to be the 

first “flick-and-write.” It’s essentially four different mini-games, with 

your flicked disc determining which you play. This may mean exploring 

the ruins, the canyon, the mud cracks, or the creek bed, if you want to 

win. Each area plays differently, as well.

Dexterity games are some of our favorite in the genre, and Sonora 

does a great job giving players a colorful backdrop to flick these discs 

into. We were impressed with how puzzly Sonora is, and each of the 

four different mini-games within it is a cool experience.

BEST MECHANIC

Sorcerer City $50

Sorcerer City has players take on 

the role of local magicians tasked 

with rebuilding after monsters 

attack. Unfortunately, those 

monsters keep attacking, so you 

keep rebuilding—quickly.

The game’s a blast if you enjoy 

playing in real time; a winning 

strategy requires quickly decid-

ing which tiles to buy, where to 

place those tiles, and dealing 

with monsters. And you have to 

do all of that on a tight timer.
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BEST NEXT-GEN TITLE

Ratchet & Clank:  
Rift Apart $70

Taking Sony’s beloved buddy- 

action franchise into glorious 

4K, Ratchet & Clank: Rift Apart’s 

expansive worlds show off what 

we can expect from the next 

generation of games. From 

vibrant cyberpunk cityscapes to 

lively lush jungles, the massive 

explorable planets of Rift Apart 

couldn’t be rendered on last-

generation hardware. You can 

see this when dimensional rifts 

transport you to a completely 

different environment during a 

boss fight in real time without 

any loading. Haptic feedback lets 

you feel each unique weapon 

as you fire, and realistic trigger 

resistance makes this game 

more immersive than most.

BEST VR GAME

Population:One $30

Population:One breathes new 

life into the oversaturated bat-

tle royale genre by taking it to 

virtual reality. With 1:1 motion 

controls, parkour free climbing 

on every surface, and wingsuits 

for gliding across the map, the 

game allows for strategic kills 

and tactical gameplay. You can, 

for example, climb a giant tower, 

hold onto it with your left hand, 

and shoot using your right. The 

chaotic gameplay is constantly 

evolving, offering new modes 

and weapons to keep the experi-

ence fresh and engaging.

BEST CRPG

Disco Elysium $40

Surreal and gritty, Disco Elysium 

has you taking on the role of an 

amnesiac detective. You’ll access 

skills and dialogue branches as 

you explore a large open world. 

Whether you solve a problem 

with violence or diplomacy, 

your actions shape the plot. It’s 

a meaty story, but if you see it 

through, you’ll be rewarded with 

an adventure that rivals genre 

giants like Divinity Original Sin 2.

BEST VISUALS

Cyberpunk 2077 $60

Cyberpunk may have over-

promised on a lot of gameplay 

elements, but boy did it deliver 

on visuals. The rainy neon streets 

of Night City pop, thanks to a 

combination of ray-tracing 

and HDR scenes that have lifelike 

color and reflections. Nightclubs 

feel realistically populated, 

desert drives never-ending, and 

skyscrapers as massive as their 

real-life counterparts. If you are 

lucky enough to have a higher-

end gaming rig, you get to see 

each at a crisp 4K resolution at 

a super-smooth refresh rate. 

Slashing, shooting, and hacking 

may have been done before, but 

it never looked better.

BEST NARRATIVE

13 Sentinels Aegis Rim $60

You would be forgiven for mistaking 13 Sentinels as another high 

school life-sim. While the anime aesthetic and inclusion of a pop star 

idol won't do much to dissuade you, this hidden gem combines a real-

time strategy game, visual novel, and a chilling sci-fi adventure into a 

story that twists and turns until the very end. If you have even a pass-

ing interest in mechs or the aesthetic of ’80s Japan, you’ll appreciate 

the mind-bending plot that leaves you thinking days after finishing this 

game, plus the gorgeous art and provoking story.
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AS A LIFELONG GAMER, I’ve been 

lucky enough to own nearly 

every gaming console from 

the original Xbox onward. 

And Sony has created a clear 

gap between this genera-

tion and its predecessor. 

Take the PlayStation 5’s 

futuristic white tower and a 

refreshed operating system 

that uses 4K and HDR. Sony 

even revamped elements 

of the DualShock controller 

into the newly refined Dual-

Sense. It allows for unrivaled 

immersion through its built-in 

microphone, 3D audio, and 

adaptive triggers. 

Speaking of exclusives, PS5 

was the only place to play some 

of the biggest releases of the 

year. Sony’s virtual worlds are 

optimized to push the system’s 

hardware to the limit, but even 

third party in-game perfor-

mance edges out the Series X. 

Cyberpunk 2077 and Devil May 

Cry 5 experience frame rate 

dips, occasionally down to the 

low 40s. Meanwhile the PS5 

locks to the targeted fps. 

That’s not to say the Play-

Station 5 is without its flaws. 

Expanding the SSD is a difficult 

task that starkly contrasts 

with Xbox’s simplified SSD 

expansion card. Downloading 

the PS5 version of a PS4 game 

requires navigating confusing 

submenus. And PlayStation 

Now has relatively few titles 

compared to GamePass. Lastly, 

the app switcher makes it easy 

to jump between your past 

three games, but there are no 

save states to pick up where 

you left off, like Xbox’s excep-

tional Quick Resume provides. 

Without a clear line drawn 

between the One and Series 

X, if you owned the previous 

Xbox, it’s worth it to invest in 

the PS5 instead. And if you’re 

new to consoles, a better 

controller and access to Play-

Station makes it a no-brainer.

SINCE I STARTED playing video 

games decades ago, I’ve fol-

lowed a pattern of swapping 

back and forth between con-

soles with every subsequent 

generation. Not deliberately, 

but often because, if I had 

an Xbox previously, I saw an 

enticing PlayStation-exclu-

sive title that pulled me to 

Sony’s platform when I was 

buying my next console. 

So, as my colleague acknowl-

edges, Sony has Microsoft beat 

in the exclusive-titles realm. 

And yes, the Xbox interface is 

reminiscent of the Xbox One 

and even my old PS4. Also, 

no, the Series X doesn’t have 

hardware as impressive as the 

PS5’s, save for its hard drive. 

But as someone who uses a 

console strictly for gaming (not 

streaming or other web-based 

activities—I have a Fire TV for 

those), I appreciate just how 

damn easy it makes actually 

playing games.

That may elicit a “Duh, it’s a 

video game console,” but hear 

me out. The Quick Resume 

function makes it incredibly 

easy to swap between games; I 

can go from heated 20-on-20 

command base–capturing 

grinds in Star Wars Battlefront 

2 to exploring the vast open 

world of ninth-century England 

in Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla 

in seconds, picking up right 

where I left off. It also works 

when I start up the console and 

can quickly click through to the 

game to seamlessly jump back 

in as if I’d just left it paused. It’s 

reformed me of my compulsive 

and paranoid manual save 

habit, better integrating playing 

video games into my life. I can 

pick up and drop the controller 

when I want to.

Much of the Series X’s appeal 

comes down to that. Plus the 

extensive log of back titles 

through Xbox Game Pass, for 

days when I’m feeling nostalgic.

AFTER A YEAR 

OF PLAYING ON 

THE NEWEST 

GENERATION, 

TWO EDITORS 

PICK SIDES IN 

THE LATEST 

BATTLE IN THE 

CONSOLES WAR.

TESTER:

Hunter Fenollol,  
Test Editor

HARD  
DRIVE:

Custom  
825 GB SSD 

CPU: 

AMD Zen 2-based 
CPU with 8 cores 
at 3.5 GHz (variable 
frequency)

GPU: 

10.28 TFLOPs,  
36 CUs at 2.23 GHz  
(variable frequency)

PORTS: 

HDMI 2.1, USB-C, 
USB 3.2 Gen 2, 
Gigabit Ethernet

TESTER: 

Will Egensteiner, 
Associate Test 
Director

HARD 
DRIVE:

1 TB SSD

CPU: 
Custom Zen 2  
CPU with 8 cores  
at 3.8 GHz

GPU: 

12 TFLOPs,  
52 CUs at 1.8 GHz

PORTS:

HDMI 2.1, three USB 
3.1 Gen 1, Gigabit 
Ethernet

PlayStation 5  $500Xbox Series X  $500
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Our colleagues at Good Housekeeping (another Hearst publication) have been testing products for 

more than a century, just like we have. And they take toy evaluations seriously, making sure that 

the top games and devices meet ASTM standards, and then sending the most promising ones out to 

kids to play with. We partnered with the Good Housekeeping Institute for this roundup, combining 

some of their test results with our own evaluations to bring you this authoritative list of STEM and 

builder toys and entertaining games for your little tinkerer or future programmer.

How We Tested Toys

BEST CODING TOY

Osmo Coding Starter 
Kit $99

Like the Genius Starter Kit in 

last year’s PopMech Game and 

Toy Awards, this interactive set 

for iPads and Fire tablets lets 

kids use physical pieces to work 

through puzzles on the screen. 

This one is focused on coding, 

though, as the name says, and it 

features Osmo’s signature well-

thought-out design and interface.

BEST LEGO SET

Lego Vidiyo The Boombox $100

Our kid testers played with the customizable Boombox for a good long 

while, which parents liked. Though they might be less keen on the price, 

which struck us as a bit high. Still, it blends the fun of a nearly 1,000-

piece Lego build with the interactivity of the Vidiyo app, which pairs 

tunes with the footage so kids can create and share their own videos (in 

a parental-controlled, moderated space).

BEST POCKET-SIZE  

GAMING TOY

Bandai Digimon X $20

Remember the original Digivice, 

the one you had to press two 

together to duel a friend and 

more often than not saw your 

monster die while you were in 

class because you forgot to clean 

up after it? This generation has 

some upgrades, including more 

Digimon evolutions and colors, 

while retaining the retro appeal 

from our childhood.

BEST CIRCUITRY TOY

Educational Insights  
Circuit Explorer $35

The current toys in the Circuit 

Explorer line—a rocket, a rover, 

and a base station—are good 

stepping-stones to gauge if your 

child is interested in this side 

of STEM. While there could be 

more actual circuitry involved, 

the toys are well made. Buy one, 

and if your kid takes to it, step up 

to something more robust.
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BEST AUDIO TOY

Yoto Player $100

Despite its cute design and ease 

of use, the Player is a bit better 

for older kids than things like 

Storybots. Similar to a View-

Master, just for music, the 

speaker plays songs based on 

cards that you insert. But Yoto 

uploads new content daily that 

kids can access without the need 

for a card. They can also create 

their own for customized tunes, 

and the Player triples as a clock 

and night-light.

BEST 3D PRINTING TOY

3Doodler Start+ Essentials Pen Set $50

A good toy for would-be 3D printing enthusiasts, this pen set uses colored plastic rods as a sort of ink, which 

kids can then color over 2D images on paper or around 3D objects to create their own accessories. Our kid 

testers loved it and repeatedly came back to play with the Start+, but operation was not seamless; the pens 

had a tendency to jam up if they weren’t cleaned regularly.

BEST SCIENCE TOY

Educational Insights 
GeoSafari Jr.  
Kidscope $40

The Kidscope wins for its ease of 

use and the amount of content 

that comes with it. The 15 slides 

show 60 photos of a variety of 

plants and animals, with hun-

dreds of facts to accompany 

them. That led our parent and kid 

testers to give this microscope 

for the burgeoning young scien-

tist positive reviews. Just know 

that the construction quality 

could be better.

BEST VIDEO TOY

Little Tikes Tobi 2  
Director’s Camera $75

Let them learn the ins and outs 

of Adobe Premiere later; the 

Tobi 2 teaches your kids basic 

filming and editing on a 2.4-inch 

screen nested on the camera. It 

also comes with a number of fun 

effects and is splash-proof, in 

case their filming should involve 

any water stunts.

BEST VR TOY

Abacus Brands Professor Maxwell’s VR Atlas $65

Like the Professor Maxwell science lab kit that took home a 2020 

Game and Toy Award, this atlas provides an immersive app, which 

you download to your or your kid’s phone and then attach that to the 

included VR headset. If you’ve got the storage to accommodate the 

app—and it takes up quite a lot—it expands the features, locations, and 

monuments within the 138-page book. 
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BEST PHONE CONTROLLER

Backbone One $99

The Backbone One is a sleeper 

hit. Backbone’s app creates a 

console-like gaming experience 

on your phone—complete with 

content creation, a friends list, 

and a snappy dashboard. It takes 

Call of Duty Mobile and Fortnite 

to console highs but most impor-

tantly turns your phone into a 

gaming system that can rival the 

upcoming Steam Deck. You can 

use Xbox Game Pass for cloud 

streaming or play your next-gen-

eration console remotely. Even 

when not on 5G, 4G LTE offered 

smooth gameplay without arti-

facts, whether we were waiting 

on line at a local deli or riding the 

LIRR toward Manhattan. Each 

button has the right amount of 

clickiness, and there’s minimal 

lag time since it plugs into your 

iPhone’s lightning port. (Sadly, 

there’s no version for Android 

users yet.) We wish the triggers 

had a bit more resistance and 

the matte body had some sort 

of textured grip, but we played 

for three hours without any 

discomfort. 

BEST VR HEADSET

Oculus Quest 2 $299

Improving upon every point of 

its predecessor, the Quest 2 is a 

light, powerful VR headset that 

uses 6 Degrees of Freedom to 

track your body, hands, and head 

in a virtual space. You can walk 

around virtual environments at 

up to a 120-Hz refresh rate, a 

powerful Snapdragon XR2 pro-

cessor makes for better graphics 

and performance, and a three-

hour battery life ensures you can 

binge games with friends.

BEST SMART DISPLAY

Amazon Echo  
Show 10 $250

Combining the smarts of Alexa 

and a motorized moving base, 

the Echo Show 10 follows you 

during tasks or video chats to 

make sure you’re always in the 

picture. Its follow feature is espe-

cially helpful in the kitchen, like 

when we spent nights watching 

Hulu as we shifted around the 

room to cook or wash dishes. 

The Echo Show 10 rotates with-

out making a squeak and packs a 

13-megapixel camera.

BEST ALL-IN-ONE CONTROLLER

Elgato Stream Deck $150

Whether you’re a streamer 

who needs a quick camera or 

mic toggle for video production 

or a professional who wants 

to disable your camera with a 

quick press during a work call, 

Stream Deck makes automating 

your daily actions easy. The keys 

provide visual feedback and con-

firmation when you press them. 

You can even customize each 

LCD button with its own design.

BEST LIGHT BARS

Govee Immersion Wi-Fi TV Backlights $80

If you want to immerse yourself in your games or movies, Govee’s LED 

light bars help the action jump off the screen. Mounting on the back 

of your TV or standing on the side of it, they receive color direction 

from a camera that faces your screen. They’re unobtrusive and update 

the backlighting in real time, enhancing scenes with fire with a bright 

orange or the ocean with a deep blue backlight.
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CLICK. FLOW. REPEAT.
FEEL THE WEIGHT OF THE DAY SLOWLY FADE AWAY, 

ONE BRICK AT A TIME. 

LEGO.com/adults-welcome
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How to  
Use It
// BY HUNTER FENOLLOL //

SWITCH BETWEEN A  

LAPTOP AND A DESKTOP

 You probably know how to use a USB-C hub to 

add external devices like a hard drive and mouse 

to your laptop. You can take your USB-C hub a 

step further to create a full workstation, complete 

with a dual-monitor setup. With double the screen 

space, you can juggle multiple open app windows. 

Typists who prefer the feel of mechanical keys can 

connect their favorite keyboard to the hub, while 

those who crave precise pointer control can plug in 

a mouse. We recommend that your USB-C hub have 

an HDMI port with at least 60 watts of passthrough 

charging power to provide enough juice to your lap-

top and each connected accessory. If you have a lot 

of devices or a power-hungry laptop like a MacBook 

Pro, look for a hub with a minimum of 100 watts for 

stable performance. Say you’re just connecting to a 

mouse and a keyboard, plus the occasional webcam 

or microphone; five ports should do.

A
S  N E W  T E C H  S H R I N K S  E A C H  Y E A R , 

essential ports like USB-A, HDMI, and 

ethernet are being replaced by the slim-

mer USB-C. A hub (often referred to as a 

dongle) is a small, port-laden gadget that 

plugs into a single USB-C slot on devices 

such as laptops, transmitting advanced 

data and power signals to stand in for those disap-

pearing inputs and restore functionality.

Befitting a tool that connects many others, these 

hubs are versatile, sometimes in ways that aren’t 

always apparent. Through them, many electronics 

you already own can connect to peripherals and 

displays. With some experimenting, you can turn 

a streaming stick, gaming console, or phone into 

fully functioning computers.

STE P 1  Plug your laptop’s USB-C charger into a 

wall outlet and connect the USB-C end into the hub’s 

passthrough power delivery port (indicated by an image 

of a plug or the letters PD).

STE P 2  Neatly load up your USB-C hub with a mouse 

and keyboard of your choice in any lower-bandwidth 

USB 2.0 slots. (USB 3.0 is preferable for power-hungry 

devices like webcams, microphones, and hard drives, as 

it provides better performance.)

STE P 3  Attach an HDMI wire from an external display 

to the HDMI port on your USB-C hub.

STE P 4  Hook up the USB-C hub to your laptop to start 

charging and connect it to every device you have plugged 

in. When done correctly, you should see your laptop’s 

background image spring to life on your second monitor 

and be able to take the reins via the mouse and keyboard 

you hooked up. And since everything plugs into your hub 

and attaches to your laptop through that, all you have 

to do when you need to move around the office or head 

home for the day is unplug the single wire connecting 

the dongle to your laptop. This gives you the wireless 

freedom and portability of a laptop but makes it easy to 

hook up to the slew of devices on your desk without the 

need to reattach each individual one.

Unlock Your  
Devices’ Full  
Potential With  
a USB-C Hub
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TURN YOUR PHONE  

INTO A GAMING CONSOLE

You can take your favorite mobile 

game to a bigger screen by connect-

ing your phone’s USB-C port to a hub 

equipped with an HDMI output. Plug-

ging the other end of the HDMI wire 

into a TV or computer monitor brings 

your app in a widescreen for more 

details and action. Unlike when using 

wireless protocols to cast your dis-

play, there’s virtually no lag, resulting 

in smooth competitive play. If your 

USB-C hub has an ethernet jack, you’ll 

even be able to hardwire a rock-solid 

connection and avoid the network 

interruptions that can happen over 

WiFi. Add a wireless controller to this 

setup and you’ll get a console-like per-

formance and experience from your 

mobile gaming device.

STE P 1  Connect your phone’s charger 

to a wall outlet and the USB-C end into 

the PD port.

STE P 2  Plug your TV or monitor’s HDMI 

cord into the hub and set your display to 

the appropriate input.

STE P 3  Connect your phone to the 

other USB-C port on your hub to charge.

STE P 4  View your phone on the TV and 

confirm your desired resolution.

STE P 5 Pair a Bluetooth controller 

(such as your Xbox or PlayStation’s) to 

your phone.

STE P 6  Load your favorite mobile game 

and play on the bigger screen.

TURN YOUR TABLET 

INTO A MOBILE CONTENT-

CREATION STATION

 Despite manufact urers’ best 

efforts, tablets remain the over-

looked middle child between phones 

and computers. There’s a com-

mon misconception that they aren’t 

serious production machines, but 

linking them up with a USB-C hub 

can make them legitimate alterna-

tives to laptops. Attach a powered 

USB microphone through a USB-C 

hub to facilitate quality podcasting 

or livestreaming. Or connect a key-

board to write out scripts or a mouse 

to work on designing visual social 

media posts in content-editing suites.

STE P 1  Plug in your tablet’s wall 

adapter and connect the USB-C charger 

into the hub’s passthrough port.

STE P 2  Load up your USB-C hub with 

production equipment like a USB mic, 

keyboard, or control deck.

STE P 3  Open up a recording app to 

monitor your audio input source, and 

ensure it matches the name of your 

attached accessory.

STE P 4  Connect a mouse and key-

board for design or text work.

STE P 5  Launch into a media-editing 

suite to start recording. If you’re into live 

broadcasts, crack open your platform of 

choice and start rolling.

STE P 6  If you’d like to share your work 

with a group or simply view it on a full-

size screen, attach an HDMI cable to your 

USB-C hub. The screen will pop up on 

your external display.

TURN YOUR STREAMING DEVICE 

INTO A LIVING-ROOM PC

A Chromecast with Google TV, with 

the help of a USB-C hub, can function 

as a full-fledged living-room computer 

with your TV as the monitor. Surf the 

web, share USB or SD stored media 

with a group, or video chat with friends 

and family.

STE P 1  Using a 60-watt power brick (we 

recommend Anker’s PIQ) to ensure there’s 

surplus power for not only your Chrome-

cast but attached devices, plug the USB-C 

wire into the USB-C hub’s PD port.

STE P 2  Load up your hub with a wireless 

keyboard receiver, webcam, and SD or USB 

card storage. Plug the USB-C hub into the 

Chromecast.

STE P 3  Navigate to the Play Store using 

your Chromecast to download a browser 

such as Puffin, which you can use to surf 

the web on your TV screen.

STE P 4 View your media using an app like 

VLC Media Player. After opening the app, 

navigate to your connected device, and 

select the media file you want to open up.

STE P 5  Download Google Duo, and con-

nect a webcam to create a video-capture 

source. Give your contacts a call to video 

chat over Google Duo.

STE P 6 (optional): Connect an ethernet 

cable to your USB-C hub for a hardwired 

connection to eliminate stream buffering.
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B E S T  A L L - A R O U N D  P E R F O R M A N C E

SATECH I M U LTI PO RT 

ADAPTE R V2

Price: $79 | Ports: 4K HDMI (60Hz), 

Ethernet, USB-C passthrough 

charging, SD/Micro card reader, 

three USB 3.0 | Transfer speeds 

(MB/sec): 40 (read) and 160 (write) 

through USB 3.0; 35 (read) and 90 

(write) through Micro SD; 75 (read) 

and 90 (write) through SD

Satechi’s USB-C hub is compact 

and to the point, packing the seven 

most essential ports for getting 

work done. Each offers a satisfy-

ing click-lock mechanism that keeps 

each attachment secure. Data trans-

fer speeds for USB and card storage 

were easily the fastest of the mod-

els we tested. And while other hubs 

lock their detail-packed 4K resolu-

tions at a middle-of-the-road rate 

of 30Hz, the Satechi offers a silky 

smooth 60Hz performance. It does 

get a bit hot under maximum power 

draw, yet the aluminum body dis-

sipates that heat well. We do wish 

Satechi offered more than 60 watts 

of passthrough power delivery for 

more stable performance from con-

nected devices.

B E S T  P O R T A B I L I T Y 

I OG EAR DOCK PRO

Price: $79 | Ports: Two USB-C, 

USB 3.0, USB 2.0, HDMI | Transfer 

speeds: (MB/sec): 55 (read) and 

110 (write) through USB 3.0

IOGear’s Dock Pro 60 supports 

Samsung’s Desktop Experience 

(DeX) feature and can also output a 

Switch’s display to a TV using just an

HDMI wire—eliminating the need for 

Nintendo’s original bulky dock. This 

makes it easy to tote group games 

like Mario Kart and Super Mario 

Party to social gatherings in one 

compact package. We found that 

this USB-C hub slipped into pockets 

with ease, thanks to a body that’s 

about the same size as a pack of 

playing cards. Game+ Mode ensures 

your connected device reaches 

maximum resolution with support 

for up to a 4K Ultra HD resolution at 

30 hertz. We did have to subtract 

points for the relative lack of ports.

B E S T  C O N N E C T I V I T Y

TOTU 13 - I N -1

Price: $79 | Ports: Ethernet/RJ-45 Port, Type 

C PD3.0 charging port, two USB 3.0, two USB 

2.0, 2 HDMI video output with 4K (60Hz single, 

30Hz dual), VGA, 3.5mm auxiliary, SD & TF card 

reader | Transfer speeds: (MB/sec): 51 (read) 

and 110 (write) through USB 3.0; 33 (read) and 

89 (write) through Micro SD; 81 (read) and 88 

(write) through SD

The Totu 13-in-1 hub turns a single USB-C port 

into 13 different connectors. With support for 

two HDMI display outputs at a 4K resolution, 

tons of USB ports, card storage, and a giga-

bit ethernet hookup, this hub lends itself nicely 

to use as a docking station. A larger body, along 

with slightly slower transfer speeds than the Sat-

echi model and limited 75-watt power delivery 

for all the devices you could possibly load this 

USB-C hub up with, bumps the Totu USB-C hub 

to an extremely close second place.

We evaluated ten USB-C hubs with a range of prices 

and features over the course of a month, running each 

through the same simultaneous load by plugging in a 

gaming mouse, a gaming keyboard, and a condenser 

microphone. These are power-drawing items we use 

every day that could give us a baseline comparison and 

suss out any performance issues.

Using BlackMagic Disk Utility on Mac and AJA Disk 

Test on Windows, we measured average file transfer 

speeds for USB 3.0, SD, and micro SD, using a 4GB 

1080p file across both major operating systems. We 

noted port connectivity (number and range), video 

output quality, and overall design. Lastly, we factored 

in any other defining useful features.

THE BEST  

USB-C HUBS 

FROM OUR TEST
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GAKE YOUR

KNIFE SHARPENING

GO GHE NEXG LEVEL 

PRECISION ADJUST ELITE COMING 10.1.21 

More abrasives to sharpen every

knife in your collection.

SIGN UP AT WORKSHARPTOOLS.COM 

FALL FOLIAGE 
IS GREAT FOR TREES, 
BUT NOT ON YOUR LAWN

When your yard is littered with fallen leaves, 
spare yourself the chore of raking and hauling. 
Use the Cyclone Rake to make your tough jobs easy. 
Get your yard cleanup done in half the time and give your 
back a break as the Cyclone Rake vacuums and collects 
all your leaves in a few easy passes. 

FALL CLEANUP THE EASY WAY 

The Cyclone Rake is shown with optional Mower Deck Adapter and Roof Rack Carrier. Mower not included.   ©2021 Woodland Power Products, Inc. • 72 Acton Street •  West Haven, CT 06516

Call: 1-800-315-2705 Visit: CycloneRake.com

Get Your FREE INFO KIT to learn more!



W
H I L E  M O S T  A L L-T E R R A I N  T I R E S  A R E 

capable of going off-piste, they struggle 

in the winter months when tempera-

tures, and therefore grip levels, begin 

to plummet. We’re increasingly aware 

of this eventuality as we stare down the 

prospect of driving in snow. But if you 

see a snowflake symbol on your tires, you’re in bet-

ter shape as it means that they meet the Three-Peak 

Mountain Snowflake (3PMSF) traction rating. Toyo’s 

latest Open Country A/T III—which we’ve been driv-

ing in southern Pennsylvania conditions—is a good 

example of how 3PMSF has incentivized manufac-

Toyo’s Open 
Country A/T III  
Tire and  
Its All-Terrain 
Wizardry
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Sipes / The A/T 

III features a lim-

ited number of 

sipes, positioned 

to produce trac-

tion in wet/winter 

conditions by 

increasing the 

number of bit-

ing edges in the 

tread while pulling 

water away from 

the road surface.

Shoulder 

Design / The 

staggered shoul-

der blocks on the 

A/T III present 

additional surface 

area to promote 

better traction in 

soft terrain. 

Tread Pat-

tern/ The tread 

features circum-

ferential grooves, 

which evacuate 

water, and lateral 

grooves, which 

optimize trac-

tion in snow, dirt, 

and mud. Toyo 

has also designed 

the tread block 

arrangement and 

rigidity to provide 

improved steering 

feel and handling. 

Rubber  

Compound / A 

high concentra-

tion of silica in the 

rubber compound 

allows the tire to 

remain flexible 

in cold tempera-

tures—optimizing 

wet and winter 

traction while 

preserving tread 

life.

turers to design their tires to preserve all-terrain 

performance while eking out more winter usabil-

ity. On the surface it sounds like an easy job, but 

cold-weather convenience comes at the detriment 

of year-round performance and tread life, which 

is what engineers need to balance when gunning 

for 3PMSF. 

B efor e we g e t i nt o t he s p e ci f ic s,  s ome 

background. In helping drivers gauge the snow-

worthiness of a tire, the U.S. Tire Manufacturers 

Association and the Rubber Association of Canada 

agreed in 1999 to a performance-based traction 

rating for truck and car tires. Denoted with a Three-

Peak Mountain Snowflake symbol (which appears 

on the tire sidewall as a snowflake inside a moun-

tain), the designation requires that tires pass a series 

of tests in snow. This is measured through an accel-

eration test through hard-packed snow designed by 

the American Society for Testing Materials.

Ahead of the test, the tires are cooled down to 

match the air temperature. During the evalua-

tion, the road surface must have at least .75 inch of 

medium-packed snow on top of 1.2 inches of hard-

packed snow—with ambient temperatures around 

5 to 25 degrees Fahrenheit. The test will then mea-

sure the distance it takes the vehicle to reach 6 mph 

and then how fast it can go from 6 mph to 15 mph. 

Shorter distances equate to better traction. Any 

tire that does 110 percent better than an all-sea-

son control tire gets the 3PMSF label.

We chatted with Jonathan Benson, an inde-

pendent tire testing expert and founder of Tyre 

Reviews, and he stressed the importance of the 

jack-of-all-trades nature of these types of tires. 

“The 3PMSF marking doesn’t mean it’s an excep-

tional tire in winter conditions, but it does mean 

it has some tested winter capabilities, which is a 

step above a non-3PMSF-marked all-terrain tire,” 

says Benson. An American-market all-terrain tire, 

3PMSF-marked or not, will never match the grip of 

a dedicated winter tire.

While the Three-Peak Mountain Snowflake 

rating isn’t supremely difficult to achieve, it still 

requires some clever engineering where the rub-

ber meets the road. Material properties of the tire 

compound can have a profound effect on handling. 

Snow tires use a compound that remains pliable at 

lower temperatures to extract more grip. However, 

this decreases tread life considerably, which is why 

a 3PMSF–rated tire like the A/T III has to compro-

A N AT O M Y  O F  T OYO

O P E N  CO U N T RY  A / T  I I I

To the untrained eye, the Open Country A/T III tires are  

nearly identical to any other all-terrain rubber that you’d see 

rolling down the road. However, Toyo has optimized the  

rubber compound, sipe design, and tread pattern to produce a 

tire that meets the Three-Peak Mountain Snowflake rating.
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mise. This is where engineers earn their paycheck, 

adding materials like silica, bamboo powder, and 

sometimes even crushed walnut shells for added 

bite in winter—allowing the rubber to keep the 

same firmness.

Another useful tool for adding winter perfor-

mance is siping. These are small slits inside the 

tread blocks that increase the number of biting 

edges in the tread. Sipes provide a cavity that pulls 

away the small layer of water on top of the ice to pro-

vide more grip. Contrary to popular belief, studless 

tires can produce plenty of traction on ice after dis-

persing this layer of water. While the added grip 

through winter conditions is invaluable, sipes also 

add traction in wet conditions and promote even 

tread wear throughout the life span of the tire.  

The tread pattern is also paramount when it 

comes to extracting maximum all-weather per-

formance. Compared to the previous-generation 

Open Country A/T II, the A/T III has added lat-

eral grooves to enhance overall traction, along 

with stone-ejecting blocks and staggered shoulder 

lugs to enhance traction in soft terrain. Toyo also 

optimized the acoustics of the tire, which becomes 

especially useful in the summer months on the 

highway. As each size of tread block produces a dif-

ferent frequency of sound, the A/T III has various 

sizes and shapes of tread block, specifically tuned 

to produce a lower frequency that’s less noticeable.

As the only interface between you and the road, a 

good set of tires can make or break the driveability 

of your vehicle—which sits on a contact patch of only 

a few square inches at each wheel. This is why tires 

are one of the most engineered parts of your vehicle. 

Toyo’s Open Country A/T III, and other 3PMSF-

rated all-terrain rubber, is great for cold-weather 

climates with plowed roads and limited snowfall. 

However, swapping to a dedicated winter tire will 

always be the way to go for drivers in alpine climates 

where snow accumulates.

WITH WI NTE R M O NTH S 

on the horizon, it’s time  

to think about getting 

your vehicle ready for the 

conditions. We reached 

out to Team O’Neil Rally 

School in Dalton, New 

Hampshire, for some  

tips to keep you pointed  

in the right direction.

WINTER 
DRIVING 
BEST 
PRACTICES

1
PREPARE YOUR 

VEHICLE

While winter tires are 

essential when snow 

begins to accumulate, you’re 

not totally dead in the water 

if you’re running all-season 

rubber. If you have no other 

option, it’s important to at 

least ensure that your tires 

are properly inflated and have 

an adequate amount of tread 

left over. With at least 50 per-

cent tread depth, you’ll be 

fine in cold and wet weather, 

but driving in deep snow with 

all-seasons still isn’t advisable. 

2
LOOK WHERE YOU 

WANT TO GO

Despite this phrase being 

repeated ad nauseam  

when you were learning how 

to ski or snowboard, your 

instructor was right. Humans 

have a natural tendency to 

move in the direction they’re 

looking. However, target fixa-

tion is a real problem that can 

put you at risk when things 

start to go south. Therefore, 

when you lose traction, don’t 

stare at what you’re going to 

run into; shift your focus to 

where you want to end up.

3
LIMIT YOUR INPUTS

While your first inclina-

tion in an emergency 

situation will most 

likely involve slamming on 

the brakes or aggressively 

swerving around an oncom-

ing obstacle, these are easily 

the worst things you can do in 

the winter. Any sudden move-

ments like these will lead to a 

loss of traction. Gradual inputs 

will help you maintain control.

4
ONE THING AT A TIME

It doesn’t take a racing  

driver to realize that 

there are three stages to 

every corner: braking, turning, 

and accelerating. Despite the 

colossal investment that man-

ufacturers incur on research 

and development, your tires 

are only good at doing one 

of those things at a time. 

When approaching a corner, 

it’s important to brake in a 

straight line, turn the car, and 

accelerate out of the corner in 

a straight line.

5
TEST THE 

CONDITIONS

Grip levels are subject to 

change in the winter. This 

is why it’s a good idea to start 

out slow to get a feel for things 

in a safe area—not the public  

road—before you approach 

other traffic. This can be as 

simple as tapping the brakes to 

see how far you can go before 

locking up, or jiggling the 

steering wheel to find where 

your front wheels will bite. We 

repeat: Don’t do this on the 

main roads or in any location 

that could create an incident.
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Doctor’s Formula Eases Joint Issues

If you’re over 40 or 50, odds are you suf-
fer pain or stiff ness in at least one of your 

body’s 230 joints.
In fact, over 21 million Americans suf-

fer from “wear and tear” concerns such as:

• Joint pain or stiff ness

• Restricted motion in joints

• Grinding, crackling

• Mild joint swelling or warmth

• Enlargement of joints

These issues can make it diffi  cult 
to climb stairs, clean house, do yard-
work, enjoy hobbies, or keep up with the 
grandkids.

Many doctors tell you pain is just part 
of growing older. They say you should learn 
to “live with it.”

Don’t Ignore Joint Pain
Renowned holistic doctor David Brown-
stein, M.D., decided to search for new natu-
ral strategies to help soothe and comfort 
aching joints.

Aft er seeing so many patients take 
handfuls of expensive but low-quality joint 
supplements, Dr. Brownstein formulated 
LIMBEX®.

His advanced joint support formula 
contains 11 premium ingredients to im-
prove and maintain healthy joints, carti-
lage, and connective tissue.

ApresFlex® Helps Joints 
in 5 Days or Less!

LIMBEX contains ApresFlex, a new next-
generation boswellia extract that quickly 

helps balance the body’s infl ammatory 
response. There are 10 more hard-working 
ingredients in LIMBEX that support 
healthy joints.

These ingredients work to reduce 
infl ammation, block damaging enzymes, 
and lubricate joints. They improve blood 
fl ow to damaged joints while reducing 
swelling, pain, and stiff ness.

The Simple Solution 
LIMBEX now makes it easy to 
help support and soothe 
your joints.

Get back to living 
your life again with less 
pain and stiff ness. Try 
LIMBEX today, at no cost!

Joint Pain Sufferers Love LIMBEX
“The pain in my hip is all but gone. I can get up from 

a chair and walk without limping.”

— Carol T. from Texas 

“Wonderful! When I don’t take it, my knees kill me. I 
absolutely love LIMBEX!” — Caridad W. from Maryland

RISK-FREE Trial of LIMBEX
We’re offering a risk-free trial supply at NO COST. We’re offering a risk-free trial supply at NO COST. 
That’s a $39.95 value!That’s a $39.95 value!

*Trial offer requires enrollment in SmartShip program. See Website for details. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure,or prevent any 
disease. Testimonials are from actual customers who have used our products. Testimonials reflect their experience but may not be representative of all those who will use our product.

Toll-Free: 800-379-1705

TryLimbex.com/Pop DR. BROWNSTEIN

Breakthrough Joint Pain Discovery

Online:

 now makes it easy to 

SCIENCE CAN
CHANGE YOUR 
KID’S LIFE!

ORDER NOW!
goodhousekeeping.com/amazingscience or wherever books are sold.

The ULTIMATE book for young 
scientists takes kids on an exciting 
journey of discovery. Hands-on 
experiments use everyday materials 
and reveal the incredible secrets of 
the science hiding all around us. 



If you’re like me, you live in an 

imperfect house; mine needs 

constant repair and mainte-

nance. And a perfect implement 

for an imperfect house is the 

Fein Multimaster, an oscil-

lating multitool that cuts, grinds, and sands in a 

reciprocating arc. It takes a number of attachments, 

such as saw blades and grinding and sanding pads.

I’ve used the FMM 250 Q to cut drywall, plaster 

and lath, nails and screws, lumber, plywood, and 

pipe, plus grind out grout, sand into corners, and 

strip paint. It’s as indispensable as a cordless drill 

or a work light. My model is sadly no longer available, 

but the MM 300 is its closest current Fein.

Because it’s so good at cutting and grinding in 

tight places, it minimizes collateral damage. Need 

to cut in an old-work electrical box in a lath and plas-

ter wall? Use the Multimaster and you can make a 

▲  
Fein  
Multimaster 
MM 300  
$165

neat rectangular cutout to drop 

the box into without wrecking 

the surroundings.

There are two other things I 

appreciate about this tool. One is 

its distinct lack of vibration. Fein 

has perfected its design, whereby 

the motor is decoupled from the 

tool’s housing, dramatically 

reducing the vibration it trans-

mits to my hand. The other major 

benefit, relative to other power 

tools that you might turn to for 

the same job, is safety. I’ve never 

had a Multimaster kick back 

on me, nor have I ever snapped 

one of its high-quality acces-

sories, such as its saw blades.  

—Roy Berendsohn
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Our HearClear GO is the most aff ordable member of our 

rechargeable hearing aid family. It features advanced digital 

technology at an extremely low price. The GO is powered with 

many of the key technologies of high-end hearing aids while 

leaving out fancy bells and whistles that increase cost. With the 

GO, you’ll hear more clearly while saving a lot of money!

How do we do this? It’s simple. We sell direct, eliminating 

the middleman and expensive retail locations that can add 

thousands to the overall cost. Then we go one step further and 

ignore the suggested retail price! 

Your lightweight and discreet GO hearing aids work at a 

fraction of the cost of name brand hearing aids, and are ultra-

convenient. With the GO’s FREE Charging Station, you won’t 

have to worry about those pesky little batteries. Simply charge at 

night and go all day.

The GO is pre-programmed for most mild to moderate hearing 

loss, with no expensive professional adjustments needed. 

Simply take them out, put them in, and GO.

For just $199 each, they’re perhaps the best value in America, 

because we pack in so much technology. And our customer 

care team is made up of seasoned professionals, committed to 

bringing you the best service and information available. 

Purchasing is risk-free with our iron-clad money-back 

guarantee. We’ve been in business for 25 years with an A+ BBB

rating. Start hearing all that life has to off er again. Call today 

before prices go up.

Huge Savings. Advanced Chip Technology.Huge Savings. Advanced Chip Technology.

SAVE $720
on a pair

$199 for the HearClear GO Rechargeable    
Hearing Aid That’s Packed with Technology

A) Microphone
B) Program ControlB) Program Control
C) Volume ControlC) Volume Control
D) MagneticD) Magnetic
     Charging Port     Charging Port
     & Rechargeable     & Rechargeable
     Battery     Battery
E) Digital ProcessorE) Digital Processor
F) ReceiverF) Receiver
    (Speaker)    (Speaker)
G) Sound TubeG) Sound Tube
H) ReplaceableH) Replaceable
     Dome     Dome

GO Features!
Digital sound processing chip 
provides crystal clear sound 
and makes speech easier to 
understand with less feedback than 
old analog technology

Don’t worry about replacing 
batteries!  Your Charge Gives a Full 
Day of Use! 
 (Free Charging Station Included)

Automatic Noise Reduction 
& Feedback Canceler

100% Money Back Guarantee

www.AdvancedHearing.com/PM1A
Serving America Since 1996!

As Seen on TVAs Seen on TV

Coupon Code PM1A

FOR THE LOWEST PRICE CALL

877-751-1477

Limited Time Only

RISK
FREE

List Price: $559

Your Price

$199 ea

Huge Savings. Advanced Chip Technology.Huge Savings. Advanced Chip Technology.

Free Telecare ServiceSmall & DiscreetFull-day Charge

Thousands of 
5-star Reviews!

100%
Money-back
GuaranteeUS Owned Company

“I was very happy from day one. 
The product is very good!”

              -Fay E., Watertown, WI   

A) Microphone
B) Program Control
C) 
D) Magnetic

E) Digital Processor
F) Receiver

G) Sound Tube
H) Replaceable

List Price: $559

Your PriceYour Price



• Precision movement • Digital and analog timekeeping • LED subdials  
• Stainless steel crown, caseback & bracelet • Stainless steel crown, caseback & bracelet • Dual time zone feature • Dual time zone feature 

• Stopwatch  • Alarm feature • Calendar • Water resistant to 3 ATM • Stopwatch  • Alarm feature • Calendar • Water resistant to 3 ATM 
• F   • F   its wrists 7" to 9"its wrists 7" to 9"

Every once in a while a timepiece 
comes along that’s so incredibly 

good looking, masterfully equipped 
and jaw-droppingly  priced, that it 
stops us stone cold. A watch that 
blurs the line betweens sports watch 
and dress watch. Striking in ap-
pearance and fully equipped with 
features, this is a watch of substance. 
The Blue Stone Chronograph merges 
the durability of steel with the precision 
of crystal movement that’s accurate to 
0.2 seconds a day. Both an analog and 
digital watch, the Blue Stone keeps 
time with pinpoint accuracy in two 
time zones. 

The watch’s handsome steel blue dial 
seamlessly blends an analog watch face 
withwithwith a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-aawith a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-stylishstylishwith a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-digitaldigitaldigitalwith a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-display.display.with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-It’sIt’swith a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-aawith a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-stop-stop-with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-with a stylish digital display. It’s a stop-

watch, calendar, and alarm.  

A watch with these features would easily 
cost you thousands if you shopped big 
names. Which is why we make supe-
rior looking and performing timepieces 
priced to please. Decades of experience in 
engineering enables Stauer to put qual-
ity on your wrist and keep your money 
in your pocket. 
Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. 
Experience  the Blue Stone Chrono-
graph for 30 days. If you’re not con-
vinced you got excellence for less, send 
it back for a refund of the item price. 
The Blue Stone Chronograph was 
already generating buzz among watch 
connoisseurs, but with the price slashed 
to $69, we can’t guarantee this limited-
editioneditionedition timepiece will last. So, call today!edition timepiece will last. So, call today!timepiecetimepieceedition timepiece will last. So, call today!edition timepiece will last. So, call today!willwilledition timepiece will last. So, call today!edition timepiece will last. So, call today!lastlastlastedition timepiece will last. So, call today!edition timepiece will last. So, call today!edition timepiece will last. So, call today!SoSoedition timepiece will last. So, call today!edition timepiece will last. So, call today!callcallcalledition timepiece will last. So, call today!edition timepiece will last. So, call today!edition timepiece will last. So, call today!today!today!edition timepiece will last. So, call today!edition timepiece will last. So, call today!

14101 Southcross Drive W., Ste 155, Dept. BSW390-0114101 Southcross Drive W., Ste 155, Dept. BSW390-01

Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.comwww.stauer.com

Rating of A+Rating of A+

StauerStauer ¨̈

† Special price only for customers using the offer code versus the price on † Special price only for customers using the offer code versus the price on 

Stauer.com without your offer code.Stauer.com without your offer code.

You must use the offer code to get our special price.You must use the offer code to get our special price.

1-800-333-20451-800-333-2045
Your Offer Code: BSW390-01 Your Offer Code: BSW390-01 
Please use this code when you order to receive your discount. Please use this code when you order to receive your discount. 

Stauer Blue Stone Chronograph $395Stauer Blue Stone Chronograph $395††

   Offer Code Price   Offer Code Price $69 + S&P  Save $326

TAKE 83% OFF INSTANTLY!
When you use your OFFER CODE

StoneStoneStone Cold FoxStone Cold FoxColdColdStone Cold FoxStone Cold FoxFoxFoxStone Cold FoxStone Cold Fox
So good-looking...heads will turn. So unbelievably-priced...jaws will drop.

“Blue face watches are 
on the discerning on the discerning 

gentleman’s gentleman’s 
‘watch list’.”‘watch list’.”

– watchtime.com– watchtime.com


“The quality of their watches is 

equal to many that can go for 
ten times the price 

or more.” 

— Jeff from 

McKinney, TX



AutomotiveTouchup.com
888-710-5192

Our precision engineered paints are 

designed to perfectly match OEM 

colors and high quality standards. 

Shift strokes between broad, fi ne 

and pin-point accuracy with our 

paint pen via its unique 3-way 

applicator, for pro-like repairs on 

even the tiniest of scratches.

GEARED FOR

PRECISION

1-877-828-8323
Mention Promo Code: PM1121

Get Your

FREE

Info Kit!

Get Your

FREE
Info Kit!

MINI-DOZER Only Basic
Tools Needed! 

Pass Down
Your Skills! 

You Build It -
Then Work It! 

When it’s complete, you’ll own a genuine
MINI-DOZER®  that’ll work its’ heart out
for you, handling surprisingly tough jobs
around your place for years to come! -
Plow snow, grade driveways, make a
garden, pull logs for firewood & more!!! 

Why Build a MINI-DOZER ?Why Build a MINI-DOZER ?Why Build a MINI-DOZER ?Why Build a MINI-DOZER ?

Perfect D-I-Y Project to Spend Quality Time Together!Perfect D-I-Y Project to Spend Quality Time Together!alityalityPerfect D-I-Y Project to Spend Quality Time Together!Time Together!

Build YourBuild YourBuild Your OwnBuild Your OwnOwn
MINI-DOZER !-DOZER !

®

®



Actual size 
is 40.6 mm

Limitations apply.

Plus

FREE
SHIPPINGSHIPPING

Limitations apply.

Plus

FREE
SHIPPING

SA
L
E
!

SA
L
E
!

FREE Catalog!

Call Toll-Free 

800-656-1629

World’s FASTEST!

DR® Log Splitters
•  Cycle times of just 3 seconds

• Proven rack & Proven rack & pinion technology

• 22- to 34-ton s  22- to 34-ton splitting 
force

• Electric modelsElectric models  Electric models 
available for 
splitting wood 
indoors or out

DRlogsplitter.com 

Easy-On, Easy-Off 
SnowSnowSnow PlowSnow PlowPlowPlowSnow PlowSnow Plow

Tough Enough for Any Snowstorm!

•  No hydraulicsNo hydraulicsNo hydraulics or electric partsNo hydraulics or electric partsororNo hydraulics or electric partsNo hydraulics or electric partselectricelectricNo hydraulics or electric partsNo hydraulics or electric partspartspartsNo hydraulics or electric partsNo hydraulics or electric parts

•  Attaches to front receiver hitch 

•  Works on gravel or pavement

DRrediplow.com 

For Trucks
and SUVs 

14101 Southcross Dr. W., Suite. 175 
Dept. NRE201-03 • Burnsville, MN 55337

GovMint.com® is a retail distributor of coin and currency issues and is not affi  liated with the U.S. govern-
ment. Th e collectible coin market is unregulated, highly speculative and involves risk. GovMint.com reserves 
the right to decline to consummate any sale, within its discretion, including due to pricing errors. Prices, 
facts, fi gures and populations deemed accurate as of the date of publication but may change signifi cantly 
over time. All purchases are expressly conditioned upon your acceptance of GovMint.com’s Terms and 
Conditions (www.govmint.com/terms-conditions or call 1-800-721-0320); to decline, return your purchase 
pursuant to GovMint.com’s Return Policy. © 2021 GovMint.com. All rights reserved.

The American Silver Eagle has been the 
most popular silver coin on the planet
since its introduction in 1986. Its 
beautiful, iconic design inspires collectors, 
and investors love it because it’s struck in 
one full ounce of 99.9% fine silver, and 
guaranteed for weight and fineness by the 
U.S. Government. Now in 2021, for the 
first time ever, the coin’s design is 
changing.

The Most Important Coins 
In the Modern Era

When President Ronald Reagan signed 
the Liberty Coin Act into law, he didn’t 
know American Eagles would have the 
impact they’ve had, year after year. The 
coins were so popular that between 1986 
and 2020, over 535 million were struck. 
That’s more than HALF A BILLION 
coins, easily making Silver Eagles the 
most bought coins in the world. Hugely 
popular now, Silver Eagles may soon 
become even more popular!

Collectors Crave Firsts
Collectors covet coins with Key Dates. 
Key Dates mark significance in a coin’s 
history...firsts, lasts, lowest mintage, 
new finishes and new designs. Now, for 
the first time in over three-and-a-half
decades, the Silver Eagle is getting a new 
design, leading to a historic “first” unlike 
anything we’ve seen. The iconic Heraldic 
Eagle reverse is being replaced by a 
beautiful new “Eagle Landing” design. 
This is arguably a bigger deal than even 
the actual introduction of the coin because 
there’s so much more interest now than in 
1986, with investors and collectors! 

If You Knew Then What 
You Know Now...

If you’d had a crystal ball in 1986, you 
undoubtedly would have grabbed every 
Silver Eagle you could get. Those coins in 

uncirculated condition continue to be 
sought-after. Now you’re getting another 
chance to land a big Silver Eagle first, a 
Key Date. Additionally, since these newly 
designed Silver Eagles are only being 
released during the second half of 2021, 
it’s quite possible this will be one of the 
lowest mintages we’ve seen. That’s 
significant because it could make 2021 a 
DOUBLE Key Date, with both a new 
design and a low mintage. Demand for 
these coins is already sky-high, but if that 
happens, watch out! No one can predict 
the future value of silver, but many 
Americans are rushing to stock up, for 
themselves, and their loved ones. 

Don’t Wait, Order Now! 
Buy More and Save!

Don’t wait another 35 years! Get your 
2021 new design Silver Eagles in Brilliant 
Uncirculated (BU) condition by calling 
1-888-201-7639 right now, and using the 
offer code below. Buy more, save more! 

New Design 2021 American Eagle 
Silver Dollar BU
1-3 Coins- $44.95 ea. + s/h
4-9 Coins- $44.75 ea. + FREE SHIPPING
10-19 Coins- $44.50 ea. + FREE SHIPPING
20+ Coins-  $43.95 ea. + FREE SHIPPING

FREE SHIPPING on 4 or More!
Limited time only. Product total over 
$149 before taxes (if any). Standard 

domestic shipping only. Not valid on 
previous purchases.

Call today toll-free for fastest service 

1-888-201-7639
Offer Code NRE201-03
Please mention this code when you call.

The Biggest Event 
In Silver Dollar History!

Actual size 
is 40.6 mm

NEW
DESIG

N
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$43 95

                                   each



nde bed esse sUUnderrbed  DDrresserrs

ultimatebed.com

Put Up to 24 Drawers

Under Your BedsUnder Your Beds

USAUSA

831.336.1020

In 18k Gold set with 9 Gemstones

The Nine Planets Ring

Handcrafted with an orbiting

Gibeon METEORITE Band

NinePlanetsRing.com

SHARPAR

LEARN MORE AT LANSKY.COM

SHHAR
STAY

Stay sharp in the
kitchen with the
Master’s
Edge®

sharpener.

SHARPEN YOUR SKILLS | FIND US ON

800-825-2675
MEDGE1

NO MORE MESSY GARAGE FLOOR!

Catches every drop of mud, slush & grime

Available in a variety of sizes & thicknesses

Up to a 3-Year Warranty

Clean Park   Garage Mat®

BECAUSE YOUR MAN CAVE DESERVES THE BEST

RoughTex  
Diamond Deck® Flooring

Pewter Charcoal Black

®
KEEP YOUR GARAGE CLEAN AND DRY

Tsunami Seal  

Creates a barrier against water, leaves, dirt and snow

Saves energy

Keeps out insects, snakes and rodents

Works for all types of doors

®

SAVE YOUR TIRES! PREVENT FLAT SPOTS

Tire Saver   

No weight limit:
won’t crush or crack

Ramp on both sides

10-year warranty

Cradles tires
13-40” tall

Comes in
10”, 15” & 30” widths

™

CARS • TRUCKS • SUVs • MOTORHOMES • RVs • TRAILERS • CAMPERS

www.YourGaragePro.com | 800.992.2018 

Catches every drop of mud, slush & grime

Available in a variety of sizes & thicknessesAvailable in a variety of sizes & thicknesses

Up to a 3-Year WarrantyUp to a 3-Year Warranty

Clean Park   Garage Mat

RoughTex  
Diamond Deck® FlooringDiamond Deck® Flooring

PewterPewter CharcoalCharcoal BlackBlack

®®Tsunami Seal  Tsunami Seal  

Creates a barrier against water, leaves, dirt and snowCreates a barrier against water, leaves, dirt and snow

Saves energySaves energy

Keeps out insects, snakes and rodentsKeeps out insects, snakes and rodents

Works for all types of doors

®

Tire Saver   

No weight limit:No weight limit:
won’t crush or crackwon’t crush or crack

Ramp on both sidesRamp on both sides

10-year warranty10-year warranty

Cradles tires
13-40” tall13-40” tall

Comes inComes in
10”, 15” & 30” widths10”, 15” & 30” widths

™

Available in a variety of sizes & thicknesses

Diamond Deck® Flooring

Creates a barrier against water, leaves, dirt and snow

No weight limit:



Watch the complete MADE HERE

video series on YouTube. MADE HERE

We cut, press, and laminate synthetic leather panels—often 24 or 32, but the 

count depends on the ball type—then use a polyester-cotton thread to stitch them 

together, either by hand or by machine. Panels for thermal-bonded balls fuse inside 

a mold, via an adhesive applied to the panel edges. Next, the panels envelop a bladder made of 

top-quality rubber from our manufacturing unit in Lahore, Pakistan. We then perform a series 

of tests, including shooting the ball against metal plates to assess strength, before inspection.

HOW 
IT’S 
DONE

S
I A L K O T,  PA K I S TA N ,  H A S 

been a worldwide hub of 

football, or soccer ball, 

production since the late 

1800s. British colonials 

paid local cobblers to re- 

create the balls they used at 

home, and production never stopped.

I established Forward Sports in 

1991. In our first year, we manu-

ally produced 1,000 hand-stitched 

balls per month. I consider this form 

most effective—due to the strength 

of each hand stitch—but I explored 

new materials, panel shapes, and 

ways of production. By 2004, we 

implemented lean manufacturing 

principles that reduced waste and 

modernized production with auto-

matic lamination, printing, and 

panel-cutting machines. 

Now, we make hand-stitched, 

machine-stitched, thermal-bonded, 

and even airless mini balls (which 

never deflate), and gradually have 

grown production to 1 million balls 

per month. Our clients include Adi-

das and Diadora, and in 2014 and 

’18, we produced the official FIFA 

World Cup match ball. Through the 

hardworking staff who has supported 

me for generations, Forward Sports 

remains one of the most reputable 

football manufacturers in the world.

96 November/December 2021
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// KHAWAJA MASOOD AKTHAR, 69, CEO OF FORWARD SPORTS, SIALKOT, PAKISTAN //
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EV6 GT-Line AWD shown with options. Some features may vary. Expected early 2022.

Movement unlocks a part of ourselves. It unlocks curiosity. And new perspectives. 

And inventiveness. That’s why Kia is building a new generation of electrified 

vehicles. From sedans to SUVs to CUVs. After all, what we do today determines 

what we build tomorrow.

WHEN WE’RE 

INSPIRED TO MOVE, 

WE’RE INSPIRED 

TO MAKE.

kia.com


